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IntrodOction:
The Chan9ipg Social

Environment
MAYNARD C. REYNOLDS

-The nation's 'schools are undesgoing 'rapid and pervasive changes in
the prevision of services for handicappird students: The greatest
changes are occurcing in the student composition of regularclasses, in
the social climate of classeS, and in ta reconceptualization of
clas,sroom teaciters' "responsibilities, The purpose of this book is to
place these changes in perspe.ctive and to provide teachers with the
practical information they need to_ facilitate their new roles.

Generally speaking, the educational placement et handicapped
children has been determined historicelly by society's attitudes toward
these childrep and its conceptiOn of tite purpose of echooling. Over the
past half cenkury, the growing recognitiOn in the United giates of the
fights of diverse political, economic, ethnic, and social greupS was ex-
tended, -almost inevitably; to 'the echicational .rights. of -children in
general and of handiegied children in partieular. At the same time,
the courts reconceptualized the pu'ipose of schooling as the enhance-
ment, of the. ,individual's life. oThus, the isolation of handicqppe4
Children on the fringes 'c'tf societywas ended. . .

Many students with special needs who, in the past, ivern enrolled in
special classes* or ichools are being returned to regular classrooms
where they receivy instruthion from classroom teachers and sit.ppot%
tive servicps from special educatorsiand other sliteiali;ts. In addition,
'the rate of referring e*eptional pupilS out of regular classroOrns,
especially in.the 'primary' grades, has been lowered substantially in
many school districtsan indication' that the restructuring of schobls
is progressing upwaid through the giades. One of-the results of these
changes is greater diversity in th6 ;characteristics of .students in
eighborhood schoolS and regular classrooms.

1
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14he changes taking place.in the schools stem, for the most part., from
the application of the principle of the "least restrictive environment':
The intent hf this principle is to maintain children in natural settings
(i.e., familial home, known neighborhood, and regufar classroom); or
in settings as close to_natUral as is optimal for the children, where the
greatest opportunities for educational and social,development are pre-
sent. Thus, when a pupil is discovered to need specialized instruction
or supportive services, the first and preferred response is the delivery
of the help in the natural' environment so that .the chird's life is dis-
rupted as little as possible, Only in unusual circumstances iS a child
removed from the regular classroom, the school attended by his or her
siblingg and neighborhoof peers, the neighborhood itself, or the
family. Any educatfonal placement other than the natural one istmade
only if it offers the child greater.advantages and opportunities for per',
sonal development. The principle has beep stateg and restated by the
courts and is made explicit in Public Law 94142, The Education for
All Handicapped Children Act of 1975,

A consequence of the application of the least restrictive environ-
Ment principle has been greater complexity in the schools' social en-
vironment. The effects of this complexity impinge upon .regular
classroom.teachers, special educators, and studentsboth handicap-
ped and nonhandicapped. 1n the past, teachers tended to expect and to
create homogeneoug groups of pupila for instruction. They were not
prepared to manage curricula or instructiori in classrooms with highly
heterogenous populations. For )many of them, consequently, the in-
crease of pupil diversity wa's both diffteult and disturbing.

The homneneous classroomn extended the concept of an instrUctor
at one end of a log and a student at the other end. Children were seated
in orderly rows and columns facing the teacher at the front of the room
and were disciplined to work in silence and to ignore the classmates
around them. The failure to Observe silence usually was classified as
"disturbarrce" and sometimes as ...cheating." Not all classrooms are so
grim, of course, but many are so structured that they provide a' stilted"
and unnatural erivironment. The teachers and pupils accustomed tg
'sueh a restricted'social climate are ill prepared for the inclusion of

Andicanned popils.With diverse need's and behaviors. Obviously, the
-Land healthy realization of programa founded on the least restric-

ti4environment principle depends as much upon the re5eptivity and
contributions df students as upon the skills and accommodative
capacities of teachers.

The.trend toward moreinclusive sOcial arrangements is not unique
to the schools, A similar trend is evident in all institutipns of the corn-
immity, beginning with families. Increasingly, they are keeping their
handicapped members in the homeirather than sending them off to
residential schools or institutions. liNses, bowling alleys, churches,
places of employment, and all other social settings are opening to hand-
icapped persons as well. Under Section 504 of the; Federal Rehabilita-
tion Act (as amended), all agencies receiving federal runds are re-
f: *
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quired to redesign- those liolicieS, procedures, and, facilities that may
"have been responsible for preventing *the participatiqn of the hand-
ickipped, Although attention is. given mainly to the sthools in this
publication, the accommodation 91-handicapped persons in "regular"
environments challenges all of society; it is not a narrow problem just
for educators: .

THE INDIVIDUAIND THE GROUr

The current imperatives to serve handicapped persons place an ex-
traordinary emphasis upon the individual. For example, Public Law 94- *-
142 requires teachers an& other educators to plan and write out in-,"
dividualized education prograins (IEP's) for each handicapped stu-,
dent, and to negotiate each IEP with parents and/or the student himself; ,

or herself, The IEPS must be based on individualized assessments
and state goals and objectives to be achieved within a definite time
frame, it is notable how far these procedures go in emphasizing ac-
countability to indivi als,

This extraordinary e haiis upon the individual`could easily. be
. seen as a kind of absorption in the self, an excess of egocentrism in our

society. The strong tendency to claim individual rights and privileges
sometimes deems to neglect.social values', the cofnmon gopd, or a true,
sense of comniunity, 1

In fact, however, personal (individual) fulfillment is possible only
when there is a decent level of concern with and fulfillment of social
objectives as. well. Handicapped children 'will be served well ,as in-
dividuals when a high senge of community is achieved in the
classrooms and schools of the nation. Teachers accommodate all
children as individuals to the extent that they are able to ,produce
behaviors that are soci ly oriented' as well as. egocentric. One hopes

othat all students wi I well served ss indlviduls ihroughout their
school years and that they will learn to share in the responsibility to
serve others. They need to learn to take personal responsibijity not
znly for themselves but also for the social environments in which they
function.

Teachers are in the position to influence the development of their
students from highly egocentric toward more socially oriented.
behavior. The movement to accommodate handicapped students in
regular classes makes such developnient an urgent matter of concerno
The purposes of this book is to assist teachers in the task by outlining
our knowledge base for the topic and some of the practical procedures
that may be helpful. To the extent that teachers are able to encourage
students to achieve the sense of community, feelings of responsibility
for the environment, and awareness of the rewards of group life, they
will have .helped to solve one of the major and growing .problems of
our society; the excessive demands for individual rights as opposed to
shared respwisaiility for the coinmunity.

3
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Given the ckanges ii 4 ciiti Provided for handicapped students.
r

i r /

which are having'gene 'itilq4. ven PrbiloUnd effects otht striicture of
schCols, t e, roles.a 0.6°: peesohpi, and the ,relations between

, schools ,O 4' fat:110" J lng to envisi what the schools of the future
may be Iike is 4i i` Oterksting exerci e "Imaging". 't-he schoi.;1 of the
future i0 a nec.if if Weigre to be c rsar about whal it is we are trying.

_

to achieves_
Iiil 1t.soit4Oat rt context than this chapter (Reynolds & Birch',

1974 I trioto the s4ecil of the future, in particular, the ----,
.

. scheOI tha "'S4,e g in acco9cLWith(fhe pi'inciples of Public Law
921.144i The

/
r This discussion, wo 16 rating scales ip which the

N. pea)( d.eVel(*.p tepresents thy linage of the 4chool as it ought to be ,

4/ re th ?is 41compliance WiA the-spirit as well as the letter of the'
.:;
t 'rifle (.Ille forriiat greW natu4l,ly'out of the answer-to the question, .

wt an We get there from h"ei0" Thus, the scales are developrnen --

,t1l ippature in that they offer tepehers and other School personnel the
i .

Med aifsorganizing theiLeffor -"' for programmatic inwovement ahd
( per ?, a: growth.. , ; ;:,

. '.
'1. f'f'. of 'thqe sca)es that correspond to the Wits covered in the b

.p.foti iWing chapte xN! are reproduced here.* The firq focuses on the..
A ,L

e t sociaLenVironment of the school.lt sop,gest§ that maw/ schools today
.e."..4

4

. are '1 VO 1, the lowest rating level, in which egocentrisin is the main
..

eristie, hi contrast to level 5, the hfighest level, that stres'§es
welopment. The achtevernent.of the social environme4 at leveI5

ss new elements intea-cher competencies. particularly those that
e k:oecifieci by Johnson and Johnson in Chapter 2. Many of the ideas

ansipIsactices discussed by Sprinthall ahd Blum. in Chapter 3 also are
:highly relevant. ' .. . a

S 714, .bre is no, way to successfully accorlimodate students with special
in regular sch'eol programs until teachers are Ali', to provide

,
..

., leadership for and students ieJn to.cooperate in creating an accepting,
.7i'i -fieiiiful social environment in which individual differences aru ex-

..... ., i
. , .. 1)414A and. appreciateCt. . ..

'''' thOsecond -scale included fiere is "control of and Responsibility for
It emPhaSizeS student participation in the gener

,t,,,.,c, . ..

..

. ?.', governan chool operations. The necessau experience is ac-
( 1%. .

. f, wired through graduatedlevels of increasing influenc nd control,
4th attendant- responsibilities, in_ pdlicy'rlikiig and -. nist ration,

`-:' NS students learn to take 'such controls and responsil4i ties, .disrup-
ton, vandalism, and inattention_ to school taskscan be expecteg to be., . .

. r9duced.- ,
..., .

.,

For a 1isctsssicrn t Ihe clic! wr version of II-test:Wes tif?(:'Reyni4).4. Birch (1974 oops of thy scoles

ran hF obtaineti front M.G. Reynollts. 349 Idluat linitversitt of Niir: nesotaVO heap Ais. Min-

nesota 55455. .
.

:s.t. ,

Aft

4
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1.

. As.

Social Eaviroarnent Scale

,-. I- Students pre expected.to.work essentially.alone as far as in-
structienal.taskS Elie conctrned.Stlidenl-student.relationstips
tend fo be notisharing, eVen cpmpetitive: The teac'her relvards
individual performance andiseems, nondeliberate about group,.. ... . ...

: .processes, '.-., . . -
- ...

. A e ." 4.4.
0

.
- .

2. 'Students
.
wdrilpainEy in isolationi, blit occasionally'in sm'all \ "..

. : gr'oirps. Thti: teacher praisps and suppolis, friendly interactions:
but np systeaxatk: provisiOn fof education lu group E3rocesses
is,provided..Evalti,ationiends to be i,ndividually orientid and

, ,
'to encourage coinpetition. . . . .. .

rip. f
-.

. .3 Studbents, tY'ork, in `Small graups frequently and mita share
. materi,als. All'rtti.:oras are' individual. SfutThnts'are expectvdto

leaen to work ;A:Rh each other; but gtkls.ure nonspecific.. .
_.

.40-...- . .. '., - ..,
, 4. Students pee Cluster .d!so...that fhey can inleract freely. Some---F )lroup proieCtti are .assigned with considerablb aequency,

Qtvup projects ar .* exaluated Informally, hut grlde records
emphasize individual achievements.' 87.1ial ikilr's are valued.

5. "The dorelopinent of positive wcial s'kills and 'attiludes iS tine.
avinved objective of.the teacher. Student.s are expeCted to in=
teract and share wit0Pach other and. to .help one another.
Somdtinies they work Ott group projects, dividing up work.
The teacher assists ip group process:and rewards effective
group work: Sttidentl.lave every reason to b mutually,
helpf4. Defiiiite efforts are made th provide socially integra-
tive experiences for exceptional students.

The third scale, "Affective Ed'ucation," is'based on tbe idea that the
management of affect in the classrocim and in interactions with fellow'
Prof,essionals is an important and necessary skill for every teacher:
Children need to think Well of,themselves, to trust their teachers 'and
classinates; and to feel genuinely wanted in school situations if they
are to achieve' wtql. and to develop construCtite attitudes to*ard
society. All these attributes depend upon caring and skillful teachers
who can systematically create healthy emotional environments. The
attributes. are no less, important in adult-adult relationships. The
ffillowingcIapters deal with affect in one way,or.another but the sug-.

..gestions of VIlidek in Chapter 4 are especially relevant, .

The final chapter by Wood (Chapter5) deals with thd observation of
students in comPlex school environments. Probably no other skill is more
important to th e. teacher than pareful observation because all that he or

5 I.
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control of and l!esponstbility forEpvironment Scala

1.: Each individual class andlhe school is'a rule goverhed opera;
tion, With rules based almost totally qn the teacher's "police"
power and compptencies,

. . ,

g. .Students share occaaionally in 'discuss-foil of how fife school
environment shall' be managed. A degree of "consent of tile
governed" is achieved. ;

_.:...._ 3. Fornial'arrangements are made for the rsgular involvementof
. Iktdents in governance twain student governmeht, atndent

management of clatsroom materials, weekly clasiteeetings. or
'the like.

..- 4. Individual students d groups' of students are given special
training and responsibility' for management of much of the
school environment and processes. Included are technical
matters such-as running audiovisual inachines, administering

,,... 'of competency exams, orienting new studepts, and showing ,
the school to visitors. In addition; training fnay be inauded -in

, counseling skills (listening, reinforcing, etc.jand other aspeets
of interpersonal and group behayior."

5..Students show significantly in the governance (policy making
and administration) of their classes and school. Their oblige-
tioils run to other students as well as to, school 'officials: they
are expected to help make the kerning environment produb-
live. They receive instruction where necessary to help them
take responsibilities. The teacher shares in all of this as well,
but gives particular attentibn to instruction foryOnstructive in-
itiatives and "autonomy" by studeAk,si.

0,

she knows about principled approacho to teaching depends upon fic- . .

curate assessment of the behavier of students, including the changei
that occur as circumstances aie varied. As teachers increasingly find
.themselves. involved in case conferences on individual pupils-,--Io

. write IEP's or foe other purposesnew demands will be createdsfor
Careful, dependable observatiónal data, .

When Samuel Johnson published his Dictionary of the English
Langaage. in 1755; he recognized the difficulties.of standardizing the
spelling and definitions of words, "Change," he wrote in the 'Preface,
"isnot made without inconvenience, even from worse to better.' The
ohSereation holds true for all innovations. It seems to be characteristic

. of most pecipleand, perhaps especially chirdren-4 prefer the cer-
tainties of the status quo.. Anyone who 'tries to change practices and

1 4
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I,
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. ...
. Affective Education Scale s

, A ,
.1. Concern for affective development and climate is limited to a 4

general policy of courtesy. arid pleasantness. AffectiVe educe-
,- ,.

tion is in.no way a planned part ol the curriculum; .
. . ': ..

-...... 2. Native affective development and climate. whtile recognizgd
as wort)iwhile, are sought only throysh sporadic and, generilly
nonsequential activities included on an .impulsei or "time
lwailable" basis. .. / , ). 2_,.

.

3. Affeclive education is -recognized as worjhwhile and' iii included
oh a planned'but infrequent basis throughbut the year..Teachers
have opportupities fpr inserVice education and consultation orithe
topic. ,.

. . ,...1t-

. 4. Affective education is recoghizett. as worthwhile and is in-
cluded on a' regularly scheduled basis much af other subject'

. ,40 areas are itt the weekly _instructional schechajeg for students.
Needs of teacheri and administrators are recOgnized-aa well. .

5. Affective education is recognized as an essential component of
the total curriculum, is a part ohhe regular claily instruCtienal
schedule, and is systematically included in Carry over activities
in ail subject areas. AdministratOrs and teachers attend
equally fo professiodal colleagues affective needs. Expert con-,
.sultation is provided on affective education to hothleacherfr
ahd adrninistrators.

. .

,

behaviors must be preinred'to act consistently and optimiStically.
too many innovations that have^held, great potential have been rejected
because they did' not produce desired effectvin unrealistiC short
periods, Indeed, there is a mat danger that the potential 'of. -

mainstreaming itself may be nullified if insufficient effort and time are
given to'carrying out its intent. The Social anti psyc ological classroom
practices advocated by the'contributors to this,.b k are essential to
realizing the *benefitS of Public Law 94-142 foi all handicapped
children and, perhapi; more important, to enhancih the psychosocial
development of all children. Many teachers will fi d the references
listed at the 'end pf each chapter 'a sOurce of acIdttional and More **,-

. detailed information on the practices; other teachers may Want to par-
ticipate in workShops and training experiences to develop 'needed

am pleased to have a part in presenting the
.

wor of my close and
.

respected colleagues at the University of Minnesota and the St. Paul
Public,Schools. Many of us regard teachers as iinpor ant architects of

7
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ihe future. Thus, if -teachets -are more knowledgeable about and
..

skillful in The doMains that are discusSed hi this book.their tasks will
) be easierand theii products will be solnider: then children, a'nd par-

ticularly 'children with special needs, -4ill be better Served.
'
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At the door of the classroom Carl stopped.and glaneed anxiously
'at the bhsy kiln of students .clearing the,ir desks ih preparation
for math. The.special education teacher escorting Carl to the
classroom'turned and looked intently at the child, a trace of,anx-
iety.akpearing on her face also as she took Carl by the hand4and
entered the classraom. Carl unobtruSively slipped into a desk at
the back of the classroom as'the special education t(acher chatted
for a nioment with the regular classroom teacher.

Will I be liked? Will .1 be fejectc:xn Will other students ignore me?.
These are'questiops thatSI:arl is asking himself. Such questions are at
the heart of successful mainstreaming=the -integration of students
with intellectual, emotional, an'd physical handicaps into the regular
Classroom.

.

Oor the past several years we have been investigating procedures
regular classroom teacherS can use 19.insure that mainstrearning.is.a
sbccess. We begarrwith three asstimptions:..(a) that it is- unfair and
unrealistic tQ ask regular classroom teachers to, become experts in
special education;.0) that any teething strategy impldmented in .the
regular Classreom to Tacilitate theintegration of handicapped students .

vhouldtenefit the education of all students, hot just those with special
learning heeds; -and (c) that building positive relationships between
andicapped and nonhandicapped students is the first priority of

mainstreaming. ft is when. handicapped students pre liked, accepted,
and chosen aS friends ttiat mainstreaming beComes a positive in-
fluence on the jives of both handicapped Ond nonhandicapped stu-
dents. .



Why is .the iritegration of handicapped..stu4nts into the iegular

,t

classroom taking place? The .purpose kis .to 'str'ucture the classroom
.leariing in ,such aN way/ that ;

Friencrships are formed between ha
ped students: f

2. Tlite socialskills of all students are promoted.
3. The self esteem f atl students is enhanced.
4. The achievpment of -all Students, is maximized.

.apped and ilonhandicap-'

Sou.hd great? Can it be acComplished by just placing handicapp'Cd stu-,
'dents in the regular classroom apd_letting life proceed as alWays? No,,

, ..-1- ,
. it dannot. . .. , .

. . Placing handicappecistudents in thd-redar classroom istbe begin-
ning of an opportunity. But, like_ all Opportunitiesit carries tlie risk of

,

making things worse as well as,thepossibility of making things better. j.,'
, :,/ If things go badly, handicapped. students will be stigipatized,.

stereotyped, and- rejected, Evefi worse, they may be ignored of:treafe,d
With the paternalistecare dne .reserves for pets. If. thing- 0 well,

. hoWever, trub friendships and positive relationships May deve ap lie-
.tween. the nonhandicapped and haudicapped students. What 0 esithe
regular 4Iassroonf tiacher do to epsure that maimitreaming goes well? .4

The afiswer goes beyond explanations of the Ow; additional forint to .

be colhpleted; extra meetings to attend; or lectures on various leikning, .A
.emoitonal, and physical disabilities. .

-..

What is needed is an understanding of how the process oficcept-
ance wprks in a clasgroom setting and an understanding of Ahe

.specified teaching, strategies that help to build positive relationships
4. betwee,n. handicapped, and nonhandicapped students as they Attend the

regular classroom together. This chapter defines mainsyeaming,
.. recognizing the relationshiPietweeo handicapped 'and nonhandicap-

ped students as a kery issue; presentsthe process of social jUdgmeill as
highlighting the difference betwern acceptance and rirjection-of hand-
icapped stddents; and details tlie specific strategies for setting up . .

fieterogeheoug cooperative gibups of handicapped and fioriliandicap.:
ped students ,to enconrage acceptance, -friends*hii3s, and higher
achievement: Fit*, the rationale for mainstreaming and a definitioti

. . I/. are necessary. di .. . -,9 .4

..4
v4 .

'!-.

-"' RATIONALE FOR 14IAINSTREAMNG , zt
.

/

- - .
.

, The current emphasis on- mainstreaming Was brought about by a . e
.1 series of factors including the following (Telfm.di 4i§aWrey,11.977):

1. The failOre of research studies is eta ish tir effectiveness. of
I. t .

....-

e

special classes for the handicapped. .. i..',
i

2: A realization Of the inadequacy of medically` #md psyéholOgically
. defined diagnostic-categories for educational iurposei.

V . .
,
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3. Evidence that factors irrelevant to education ,and-aptitude,' such as

social class, race, Personality, .and manawabitity, were inflicencing

special class placement. .

4. Documentation of the deleterious effects of sgmatizhon. .

In addition, lohnm. (1979) milted that all students need equal access to

school resources, and that the healthV social development orhandicap:

ped students requires that they'be partTA the riyuinstreinii of the social

lif of, same age, nonhandicapped childr*n and adolescents

. Access tbitetiources

v

Schbol reson.rees inclAle both the hulmin ari-d materikekimentS that

can influerke achievement and socialization- (Johnson-, 1.979). These;-

',resources may ,include access to _highly motivated peers, specific

sOcialization proceSsesr-counselocs, or aspects of the curri!:ulum and;
instructional programs. One.of the .Most 101 portant resources within

the school is peers wh6 encourage educatibnal aspirations, achieve-

ment, and appropriate s&ial.behavior. By placing students in. different .

clisses or in different tracks during higb school,educators dettrmine

who has access to .whom in terms of Student. interrelationships.

Assignnient to different tracks in high school has been found to in-

fluence directly and indirectly educational aspirations, acade ic self

coiceptJ orfent:ition toward intellectualism, who is picked as riends,

and wl one wants to be' like (Alexander & McDill, .197(3; arweit,

1976), Even encouragement to use school counselors and-actu ,visits

to counselors has been found to,influence whether ()rise is placed in a

college prepaiatory track (Heys, 19741,

Long Term &HAW DeVelopment "

In order to develop psychologically, ha pped students 't have
A

the normal life experiences of members fI.oLr society, sucti.*going to

parties and dances, taking buses, shoppkig, and dating (johrAn, 1979). .

These experiences are usually obtain in an adolescent peer group as .

part of the tirocess of adjusting to phy cal and social mativity. If hand-

icapned children and, adolescents are iegregatO throughout 'their

school lives:how will they develop the Mends they .need during.*

adolescence? Gordon. (1969) noted that one of the most serious

problems: handicapped children manifest,. particnlarly as .they grow

^ into adolescence, is tbe lack,of friends. He implied tha,t one cause for

the rack of friends is ,the lack of social skills gained in day to day in-

teraction with nonhandicdpped peers. .Scegel (1969) considered thp

major Characteristic .of older pePulations of handicapped students to .

be.their lack of social skills. The isolation from and lack of positive in-

teraction with.no.nhandicaRpecl peers is, perhapS, the Most destructive

aspect of the Jives ef handicapped students.

11
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Integration into*the Mainstream

Any ition of maintreaming that does-not include the. premiswthat
it shot d beconductedlo cnaximize.the likelihood of han'diCapped st0-

dentS:access to constructive interactions with nonhandicapped pe.ers
and normal life experiences is incomplete. Placing a handicapped stu-
dent in the corner %If a classroom and providin individualis' tic learn-.
ing experiences is not effective mainstreamingeMainstreaming is sue-
cessfuionly if i4 encourages and promotes friendships between band-
icapped nonliandicapped. pee?;. (Johnson/61979: Johnson &
Johnson. 1478). Thus, a complete definition, yf mainstreaming is as

, follows:
_ -

¶ . I. Mainstreaming is the provision of an appropriate i!ducatkonial
opportunity for all hnndicapped students in the Jeast reStrictive !
alternative, based on' intlividualized educa4ion prosrams. "With
procOural safeguards and parent involvement, and aimed at
providing handicapped students with access to and construc-
tive. interaction with non handicupppd peers.

What cites the mainstreamed classrooM iook like? Exceptional stu-
dents .spend most of the day in regular classrooms, keaving beck
sionally to go to a resource room or resource center for educational
assessments, individual tuforing. or small group instruction, of to pick
up and deliver assignments prepared by the resource teacher liut corn-
Ploted in the regular classroom. The resource teacher and' the regular
classroom teacher, working as a team. may schedule a sfudent to use
the.resource center for a feNy minutes or seyeral hours, 'depending on
the,student:s learnin deeds. The regular class'room teacher. and theg
reseurc e teacher s -re responsibility for the learning and sooiaNation
of exceptional students, and- both take an active instructional role. The

, exceptional students spend, more than half th6 dayvin reiulal .classes.
While the regular 'classroom teacher is tesponsible fbr Endes and
report cards, he or she usuall9 Onsults with the resourteteacher ip.grading exceptional students. -

Some problems with mainstieaming have yet to he. solved. yoo
often, special education programs are dreppeif and students simply
are returned to the same in,whith they were originally
Teferred for special help,.Such a practiy does not allow,fbr the fact
that these students havelearning proble sand, in the past,. failed to
lbarn in, the regurar clasiroom. It Is noWoing handicapped'studeins a
favor to throw them back into a pool of wirnal loaners and. let theni . .
sink or swim there. Regular classroom teTchers.are not receiving kiddi-
tional- training in. the instructional strategies necessary for effective

'5 N0 ainstreaming. 2"-.
, ..One other .point needs to be made akouestudents' acCess toeach

-other in the olassroom: It- is effeCtive .and proiter. for 4assroorp
teachers-to hold a bioad def4nition of mainstreaming wiletl it comes .to

. 0,,
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interactions within the classroom. The"very quiet" student sitting by
the window, the very bright Child sitting near thefront, the disruptive
student at the back, and-the reSponsible, "average" student seated in
the:middle of the room all need to be mainstreamed in the classroom
setting along with handicapped studdnts. All stdd nts gOin by being
part of d classroom' clitnate emptaslizing the bui ding csf..at:cepting,
helping, 5nd caring relationships. Learning outco es f9r all students
arn discogsed briefly in a later section of this chapter. For the moment,
let us .turn to one of the ihitial problems in mainstreamingthe at-
titudes of nonhandicapped students toWard their handicapped peers.

ATTITpDES 'TOWARD HANDICAPPED PEERS

Underlying the Movement to integrate handicappeestudents into the
regular classroom,are the assumptions that labeling will be reduced
when handic4pped students are not-physically separated from, the
regular Qassroom (Flynn, 1974), the stigma attached to handicaps will
be reduced (Dunn, 1968), negative stereotyping will .he diminished
through increased i:ontact between handicapped and nonhandicapped
students (Christopolos & Rem, 1969: Fischer & Rizzo, 1974), 'and han--
dicapped students will have ecival access to the social resotaces re-
Tluired for maximuin achievement iind heahhy social and cognitive
development (Johnson, 1979). Whether or not these goals are achieved

. depends on the pattern 'of interaction that teachers struCture between
handicapped and nonhandicapped students.

THE PROCESS OF MAKING SOCIAL rITDGVIERTS.
,

Much of the traditional research. on 'attitude Jaime has focused on
isolated awl temporary experiences in which people are exposed to 4
single communication aimed at influencing therri. in a certain.way. The
mainsticaming situation, in. which`students interact with each other
over a period of months and even years, is con iderahly more totin..
plex. Negative attiMes ,toward handicapped peers exist before.,
maustryaming begins and firSt impressions on he labelingprncess

.,NinfOrce such stigmatization; bait is the actual ,interaciiOn between
handicappeOnd nonhandicappedstudrts that_determines whether a
process of acceptanCe or rejection will mitigatp or strengthen the mice-.
tion of handi&iriped peers.. .

,

The arocess of making soc.iarjudgments abbut handicapped peers is
re ected.in Figure 1 and can be.describb&as follows:

1. yiginal negatixn attitOdes are, based on thergeneral stigmatization
of handicaps by society at large.

4-2. An ini,al mpression is made on the basis of initiaNctions and per-
. ceived characteristic of the hafidicapped students,

3. -Categpries classifying t ndicapped studerits' characteristics are
:formed with labels beitig attached to each category:.

13
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4. Inieraction with Hie han icapplecl students. pccurs; it is of great im- ....ii. ..

. porta5ce whether that in action takes place within a contexi of,
Wl

t , ,
pug 1 ti ve , negative, or noAnterdependence:

f

A
Sit

5. Dependineon the social context within which 'interaction takes;
place, a prodess of acceftance or rejection pccurs.

6. The process of acceptance results frorp yiteraction Within a cot
of positive goal interdependence, which furthers promotive in ac-

tion and feelings of acceptance and psychological safety; differ? ti-

ex ,,, k
i ,

'ated. dynamic, realistic iel.:i. of collik6ratork and self; posiliVe
1... Lthexis toward. othprs and self; and expectations for rewa(ding

..
and enjOyable future interaction with classmates.

:.; i

,7. Thepro'cess of rejeetioniresults from 'interaetion 4Fithiri a context of -
4negative. or no' goal inierdependence. Negative goal interdel3 m-

dence promots rippositiOnal interaction and feelings of pSYcho gi-
cal rejeltion ind th.reat, and no goal-interdependence results' in,:no
interaction with peers. Beth lead tei monopolistic,4i. static; and
stereotyped, views of classmates, negative cathe is to othprs

. and self, and expectatfOns tor distasteful and 'un ureilin-
s

teraction with other students.
I 'li

, c

8. With further interaction, the process ofacceptance or`r *bon may
, Y

be repeated . ,
.,1/ , ,

* : # -4.;
. ,

Il

a
1

4.

Stigmatization

lmpressitlo Sormatien

(4%

Colo riaation and Labeling

Positive Goal
,linerdependence

Promo< ive Ink:rat:1141n
Ps3,r.holegical .
Actaptance, and
Safety

;

Negative Goal
!Mettle indence

Oppositional Int nvct Klfl
Psychological Herd ion.
and Threai

Diffitentiated. Dynamic. ,
Rtialistic Views of
Collaborators'

PosMve Cathesis
Toward Others' and.
Sell

Expeda4tOns for
Rewanling and
EnYiyable Fi;ture
Interactiiin .

Al

;,.1,11

ler& .ndence

No Interaction
Disdlennectedness

4.

MonopOliS1.1 Wit:.
Oversimplified Views of
Classmates

Nmalive Calhex
Toward Others and
Self

,ExpectatiOns for
Distasteful and
Unpleasant Future
Interaction

FIGURE 1. Social Judgment Process
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What Is,StIgmatization?

"

. ....
Goffman (1963) defined a stigma as deeply dis editing attribute cif an
individnal. Goffman's work represents the o ly Major theoretical
.wo,rk rn,thc; area of stigmatization. He distingtn ed between an in-
dividual's "virtual social identity," which is the chlracter imputed to
the.individeal 'by society, and "actual social identit which 'reflects a.
the person's true identity. It is VirCual sociid identity that carries the
discrediting eónnotation, According to Goffrnan, three t pes of stigma
can he identified': (a) physkaldisablilities, (b) ch5Ttacter disorders,and , 4,

,(c) tribal stigmas, such ;ns ethnic membership:or reljgious affiliation .

..:that is transmitted throngh the family and affects all members. When
individuals have a highly visible stigma, siMple proximity to others .

causes their stigma lobe, known. And,certain stigmas (such as mental-
retardption) *may be ,,viewed by nonhandicapped ttudents as dis-.
qualifying the handicapped students from certain activities (e.g
academic work). To the' extAt that a handicap disqualifies students
from major activities In.the classroom, it influences the handicappiiq
students' acceptability to nonhandicapped peers. Finally, some stig-
mas.may interfere with interactions with' donhandicapped peers (e..g.,
deafness, blindness, and 'inability to walk), thus being quite obtrusive'
and leading to a lack cif oppwiunity tp reduce rejection. These three
aspects of the visibility of the stigma (readily apparent, disqualifying,
and,obtrusive) all affect the strength of the feelings of nOnhandicapped
Students (Abels(in, 1976). For most' handicapped tudents,..stigmatia-
tion has taken plac9 .before,mainstreaming occurs.

. .
When handicaked students are first placed in the regular.

classroom, there can be little doubt that nonhandicapPed peers will
have negative attitudes toward thelp that reflect. the -process of stig-
matization.-A variety of researub studies indicate that studenfs wlio are
perceived as handicaPPed by 0 onhandicapreed students are viewed in

..negative, an&prejudieed ways, whether Or not the : handicapped
children anl 'adolescents are in the same or separate claSsrooins
(Goodman, qottlieb, & 'Harrison, 1972; Gottlieb & Budoff,.1973: Qo.t-
W

.

eb &" Davis, .1873, Jaffe; 1966; Johnsqn, .195o; Johnson & Kirk. 1950;
, ,

Miller, 195h; Novak, 1975; Rucker, Howe, & Snider, 1969).:

How Are Impressions-Formed? .
Vile second step in making social judgments'about handicapped peers
begins with the formation of an 'initial impression when they enter the'
classroom. One's cognitive ropresentations of what another persOn is
like are 'greatly influenced by. 'tile first few minutes of proximity
(Heider, 1958: Kelley, 1973). First impressions can be strong and resis-,,
tant to chrge, even with the introduction of c6ntradictoryinformation
(Watson & Johnson, '1972). The formation of an impression of another
person occurs through perceiving initial actions and appearances and

15 9 r\
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generalizing froni these initial intpressiOns to the person's total er- -

sonahty (Asch; 1952). Three important asPects of first impre§sions need

tq be pkerCinto account:. (a) the primary potency of being handicap-

ped, (b) the number-of characteristics Included in the impression, and

(c);
r

the strength. of the impression.
,,,Some characteristics are more important than others in forming an

. .

initial impression. Asch (1952) designated some chaFacteristics as,

/100: cent
tmi. and eihers as periphercth and ,Allport (1954) designated the

charaveristics that overshakw much ollserved behavior as of prim-

ary potency. It is important to note that even when nonhandicaked
students have a great deal of information available about a handicap- __..*

ped peer, the characteristic "handi'capped" may dominate initial im-

.pressions. Such charactensties as physical attractiveness (Berscheid &

Walster, M and per6eived similarity to- oneself (Taylor &

Kowiurnake, 19 6) have been found to be of primary potency.
Impression§ m4 be classified 'as either differentiated or

monopolistic on the basis of the nuinber of dharacteristicsincluded in .

the impressiOn and the way the impression is influenced by the re-

quirernents" of a given situation. A differentiated impression includes

many different characteristics which are weighted differently in in-

dividual situatIons.Wheri onlY a few characteristics are perceived and

they are weighted the same in all situations, a monopolistic impression
...

gxists. According to Allport (1954)..hurnans opeeate under the "princi-
"

r ple of.least efforV .which means that monopolistic impressions are
easier to form and maintain than differentiated impresSions.

Finally. differentiated impressions. by .their very n'ature, are in a

dynamic_ state of change- because of their tentativeness and the*._

differential weighOg of cltaracteristics according to the current situa-."

hon. Monopolistic impressions, by their very nature, are statiq'due to .

their_ rigid ,weighting 6f a .few characteristics° of .primary potency .-21'..e.

regardless of .the demands-of the cuarrerut situation.
, As one form§ an iinpression of another 'person, one ihevitably

categorizesfrand then labels aspects of the other's a arahce and ac-

- tions. It is to the issues ofcategorization and labeling t we now turn.

,
flow Do Cateorization and Labeling Function? -

-
When nonhandicapped students form an impression of mainstreamed -

handicapp6d .peers, they categorize the handicapped students' charac,.

teristics," attach a. label to each category, and form a conceptual struc-

. ture that cirganizes the overall imprqssion, as with all perception and

learning. Categorizing and labeling air e natural "aspects of human

learning, thought, and memory (lohnson, 1279), but the way in hich

nonhandicapped students categoriZe, label, and organize their impres-

sions of handicapped peers has an important effect dk. mainstreaming,

Categorization "and labeling may lead to differentiated, dynamic, and

realistic impressions, or it may lead to errors based on rigidj
stereotypes.

A
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Labels are a way of consolidating information into One easily*
Tetrievable tem. Labels inevitably carry evaluative Connotations as
Well as dnotative meanings. Although labeling is inevitiple, labels ap-
plied to handicapped poeers may have negative effects by.lern,phasizing
monopolistic categories of primary potency that carry stigmas, by en-
couraging treatment only in terms of handicalis, and by assigning hand-
icapped students to a.low power position.

Combs and Harper, (1967) have shown that c6rtain groUpS, suCh as
psychopathic, schiiophreni, and cerebral palsied children, Were
rated more negativelj by teachers when.labeled than vhen unlabeled.
Teachers also held lowef exptictations for performance frdm students
labeled 'culturally deprived" or "iuvenile delinquent" (Jones, 1972).
Labels, further, often define power reiolio-nips between the labeler
and' the leeled,:placing the labeled in a low power position.. .

4. .

What Kinds of interaction Are Desirable? P

When mainstreaminibegins and handicapped students enler the regu
lar classroom, nonhandicapped students form aninitial impression of
their handicaPped classmateS, categorize the observable charac-
teristics, and attach labels to the categories. The lal2efs of "mentally
retarded," "learning di*Ibled,': "emotionally distia.bd," "hearing jai-
pairk.d," and so forth, have negative 'connotations fbat carry stigmas.
Fiom the beginning, therefore, handrcapped students are- peraeived
someWhat negytively, and this perception sets up a strong pessibility
of rejection by nonhandic.apped peers.

The physical proxlmity between handicapped and nonhandicapped
students, created by plabing them in thp same classroorh, is tile b6gin-
MN of an 'optiortunity,. but like all Opportunities, it:carries a risof,
making things wnrse as well as the pos4ibility of making things better.

A

Physical Proximity idoes not mean that stigmatization,,stereotyping,
and rejeetiineof handicapped peers by.nonhandicapped students will
automatically uestilt, or that handicapped students will Suiomatically'
be included in the peer relationships with. nonhandicapped classmates
necessary for maximum achievement and healthy social detelopment.
Several studies indicate that plading hamticapped and mnihandicaP-

, ped students in close physical proxiiritx (e.g the salve.classroom)
may increase rtharandicapped students' prejlidice, toward and

.stereotyping and rejection of their handicapped peera (Goodman, Got-
tlieb, & ljarrison, 1972; Gottlieb & Budoff, 1973; Gottlieb, Cohen; &
GOldstein 1974; lane, A ers Heller, McGettigan, & Walker, 1974; Pan-
da & Bartel, 1972)..On th other hand, there is alse evidence that plac-
ing handicapped.and no handicapPed students in the same claisroom
may result in mote posi ive attitudes of nonhandicapped students
tóWard.their handicapped peers (Ballarc Corrfitin, Gottlieb, gc Kauf-
man:1977; Higgs, 1975; Jaffe, 1906; Lapp, 1957; Sheare, 1975; Wechsler,

X
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Suatez, & McFadden: 1975)." This contrpdictory evidence is consistent..
`with previous "rbsearc on ethnic integration, which indicates that-,
while constact between stigmatized and ni3nstigniatized students maY
be a.neeessarY condition for redmiing preiudicie and Mjection, 'it is. not
a sufficient 'one/ Gerard .& Nf1illei,.187.5 fiarding, Proshansky, Kutncr,.4' ,

A e& Cliein, ,1,969i SIA'aw,, 1973 jiiyatSon F., Johnson; .1872; Wolf & Simon,:
1975r_ 1, -

.
..: I' ..

11-

- ..
,..pur.ing the initial inthraction 'between nonhandicapped 'and hari:

. .4capped.classinateis, fu'rthero6re, the nOnhandicapped st udents may
feel discoMfort an.d showiintetaetion strain." Saler and Chipman

7 . .
.; (1967); Whiteman, 'arid LukOff7(1964)1 an'd jones (1970) found- that...

physically nfthanclippped persons_ reported discorp fort and..uncer-
.. tainty in interacting withiihysiiellY hahdicappecrpeers.Klèck and his

associates provided;eviddnEe that nonhandicapppd individuals-. hi--
teraCting with a physicAlly handieapped (as bpposed to physically non--
handicapped). person' exhihited greater motoric inhibifion (Kleck,

,
1968)-, greater phys,iological'arwl (Kleck, 1966), less vahabikitx ih.
their behavior, terminated interaction sdoner, expressed opiniens that
_werti nbt representative of their actual beliefs, ahd reported disteom,
fort in the interaction (Kleck; Ono, & Hastorf. 1966). In- the case of a
person-said to have epilepsy,.the nonhandicapped individuals main-
tained greater physical distance (Kleck, puck, Goiter, London, Pfeiffer,' .
&-Vukcevic, 4968). Jones R970), furthermore., found thaf n'onhandicap-
ped college studenti who *formed a-learning ta4k in the presence of -.
a blind confederate (-as opposed to a -sighted confederate) reported
stronger beliefs that they would haVe performed better mythetask. if !
the'hlind person had not been present, even when'the actual perfor-
mance data indicated that the presence of a blind:or sighted' peiison
had no significant effects on the collek student& achievement. The :
discomfort many nonhandicapped students .ieeril to feet during initial
interaction with a handicapped peer may.. add to the risk that ,. a
monopolittic, Static, and Overly simphfied view of handicapped-peers '..

as being stigniatized mak.dmnihate relationships between 1,he tWo
--grouPs.of -students when handicapped stunk4reznOstreat4ed into

. . . . .

the regair classroom.
Whether, interactien, between handl:4.00 nonlondicapped

students resultS'in a process of accept n is. dOermined
. by the type of irttdependence ainong ti! learning goals and

rewards that is str ctured by the teacher. Within any learninf situa-
tion, a tedcher c n structuie positive goal interdependen*
cooperation), negative goal interdependence (4.e.,competition); Or no
goal interdependence (i.e., indiVidualistic efforts) (Johnson & Johnson,

..-1975). In a cooperative learning situation, students' goal attainment isir,
positively correlated d students coordinate their actions to athieve
-the goal. Students can achieve their learning goal if, and only if, the
other student§ With,Whom they -are eooperatiyeiy linked achieve their
learning goal. ln a coinpetitive learning situation, stndents' goal attain:
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ment is negatively correlated and one student ean..obtain' his or her
goal only if the other students.with whom he or she is competitively
link;t2il to obtain their learning gqal. In an irtdividuolistic learning
situ, 'on, the goal achievement of each Ntudent is unrelated to the goal
attainment of others; there is no correlation among students' goal at-
tainment. The students.' success s Contingent on their own perfor-
mance iirespective of the quality of performance of others.

Student Interaction

Each 'goal structure promotes a different pattern of interaction among
students. Aspects of student interaction 'important for learning
(Johns6 & Johnson, 1975) are accurate communication and exchange
of irkformation, facilitation of each other'saggorts to achieve, construc-
tive conflict management, peer pressures toward achievement,

. decreased fear of failure, divergent thinking, acceptance and support
by peers, use of other's resources, trusts and emotional invelVement in
and commitment to learning. A summary of the research findings on
the relati9ns between the three goal structures and these aspects of

- student interachon is presented in Table 1 (for specific referenced',' see
Johnson, & Johnson, 1975, 1978). Cooperation proVides opportunities
for pdsitive interaction among students, while tdmpetition promotes
cautious And defensivestudent interaction (except under very limited
conditions). When students are in 6n individualistic goal sgtructlire,
they, work by themselveslo maker the skill or knowledge assigned,
without interacting with other students.

In pie ideal clasSroom all three goal structures are 'used ap-
propriately All shidents learn how to miork cooperatively with other
studenls, compete forfun and enjoyment, and work autonomously.
Most of the time, however, students work on instructional tasks within
.the goal struchire,th 'at is most productive.for the type of task..and the
cognitiv&and_affective outcomes desired. The teac4er decides which.
goal strUctnee to implement within each instructional aiti-Vity. The way
in which teachers strucfure learning goals determinerliow students
interact with each other and With the teacher. 4'he interaction patterns,

turn, determine the cognitive and affective outcomes of instruction.
When teachers Wish th-promotet positive interaction among students, a

, cooperative goal struchire is used, and competitive 4nd individualistic
goal structures are avoided. The obvious ciinelusionid that positive
mainstreaming is facilitated by the cooperative interaction pattern arid tali
hindered by the competition of individualism. 4et us look at the pro-17-
cesses of acceptance_and rejection for further clarification of this con;
elusion. r

PROCESS CIO ACCEPTANCE

The process of acceptance (see Figure 1) begins when handicapped
and nonhandicapped students are placed small, heterogeneous
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TABLE 1

Goal.Structurea and Interperaonal,rocesaes
Affecting Learning

CoOpe tion Competition

High i teraction

Effect e communication

Facili tion of other's
achie ment: helping, shar-
ing. ttltoring

Peer inflohee toward
achievement

Pro-blern solving conflict
management

High divergent and risk tak-
iag thinking

Higlk trust

High acceptance and supirort
peyEs:

High emotional. involveinent
in and coaramitment to learn-t
ing by almost all students

Low interaction

Nor misleading, or threaten-
ing communication

Obstruction of .other's
achievement

Peer influence against
achieremtt

Win-lose conflict manage-
ment

Liaw divergent and risk taking
titinking

, .

Low trust

Low acceptance and support
by peers

High. emotional involvem_ ent
. in and commitment to learn-
ing by the few students lite
have a chance to win

High nse of other 'students' No use of other siudents`
resources

Division of laber possible

Decreased fear of failure

resources '

Division of labor possible

lnCreased fear of failore

4f
Individualism

No interaCtion-

No interaction\

No intesaction

No interaction

No Ultvraction

No interaction

No interaction

No intetaction

No interaction
.

No interaction

No interaction

No interaction

earning groups and aisigned a lesson to eoniplete as a grodp, making
Sure 'that all member's master the assigned work In other words; a,c

positive interdependende is'structured among students' learning goals.
There is a great deal of research comparing the effects of cooperative,
competitive, and individualistic learMng (Johnson 84 Johnson, 1875.
1974 tomPared with competitive and individualistic learning sitlia-
lion, working goeperatively With peers

1. creates a pittern-of promotive interaction, in which there is
',!'sa. More direct face to face interaction among studentk .

.An expectation that one's peels will facilitate one's learning.
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.c. More peer . pressure toward achievement and appropriate
classroom behavior.

d. Mere reciprocal .communication and fewer difficulties in corn.-
municating with eath other.

e. More actual helping, tutoring, assisting, and general.facilitation,
of each other's learnitis.

.1 f. -More open mindedness to peers and willingness to be i'nflueueed
t:hsi their .ideas and information.

_g. More pesitiv7. feedbacI to and reinforcement of each other.. 4.

h. Less hostility, both verbal and physical, expressed toward peers.

6.eates percepti6hsand feelings df
a. Higher trust.in ot er studentS.
b. Mor6 mutual come n and friendliness for other students, More

attentieness to peers, more feelings of obligation to and.respon-
sibility for classmates, anti &sire toujin the respeciof other stu-
dents.

c. iStronger beliefs tbat un is liked, supported. and 4cepteby
other studonts, and that other students care About hofti much one
learns and want to help one learn.

d. Lowe!: fear of failure anehigher psychological safety.
e. tligher va-luing of classmates.
f. Greater feelings of sUccess.

01.

Positive goal interdependence creates these patterns of promotive .

interaction and psychological states which,..in 'turn, tend to create (a)
differentiated, dynamic, and realistic impressionk of 'handicapped.
classmates by nonhandicappe dents and (b) a positive cathexis
toward others al4 oneself.

Labeled handicaps lope their primary potency when a view of the
handicapped peer as a person becomes highly differentiated, dynamic, t
and ri;alispc. A differentiattilv dynamiciimpression includes many
different categories; each catdgory is assigved a weighl as to its impor-

'tance acoording to the demands of -4n9'..suecific situation, and the
weight or salience ofteach categogychantes as the require' ments of a
situation change. New information concerning the handicapped peers
is admittqd t.,?, one's impression as it becomerelevant. Thus, if a peer
is visually impaired, this category may be noted when the group is try-
ing to read what` the teacher has'writte, bn the blackboard:but it will
be forgotten when the group is discussing the materials under study.
The conceptualization of the handicapped peer 'stays in a dynamic' .*

state of change, open to modification with new information, and takes
ilk into accounf Situational'

As nonhandicapped students br.J closely with handicapped peers,
the boundaries of the handicap become clearer. While handicapped
students may-be able to hide the extent of their disability when they
are isolated, the intensive pro.motive interaction.under positive goal in-
terdependence promotes a relistic.as well as differentiated view of -the

21
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handicapped students and their disabilities. if a handicapped member. j .;
of a learning grodp cannot read or speak clearly, the other,membersf /

the learning group become highly aware of that fact. With the realistic./
perception, however, there alsti comes a decrease in .the primary. po-

,,

tency of the handicap and a decrease in the stigmatization connected
with the handicapPed person.

.

A direct consequence of cooperative experiences is a positit/i,
cathexis in which-(Deutsch,..1949.1962: Johnson & Johnson, 1975, )970)

1. The positive value attached to another person's efforts to help qrle
achieve one's goals becomes generalized to the person. / .

. 2, Studenta positively cathect to their:own actions aimed at achie ing
the joint goal and generalize that value to themselves as pets ns.

in other words, the acceptance of and liking -for handicapped pi,i1rs by
nonhandicapped students increase when interaction occurs ithin a

,et centext of positive goal interdependence, Luid the self attitudes f hand-
icapped students become More positive.

PRO cESS OF REJECTION

44

The process of rejection is also described in Figure 1. Wh n handicaP-
ped students are first placed in the clavroom they carry social stigma
that dominates initial impressions and .leads to the/formation of
monopolistic sterotypes which are static and.overshaiclow much ob-
served behavior. This initial tendency toward the rejection of hand-
icapped students by minhandicapped peers. is perpetuated by in-
structing students to work .alone with the purpose 'of- either outper-
forming their peers (competition) or meeting. a set criterion (in-
dividualistic efforts).

When interaction between handicapped and-nonhandicapped'stu-
dents takes place within a context' of negative goal interdependence,
compared with cooperative learning activities (Johnson, 1976, 1978):

1. There is a pattern of oppositional interaction in which students
a.' Have little face to face interaction.
b. 8xpect peers to impede the achievement of their learninigoals.'
c.' Face peer pl-essure against' achievement and appropriate

classroom, behavior.
d. CoMmunicateinaccdrate information and. frequently misunder-

.
stand each other.

e. Are closed minded to and Cmwilling to be 'influenced by peers.

f. Give each other negative feedback,
g. Express.Verbal 'and physical hostility toward peers.

2. There are perceptions and feelings of .

a. Distrust for other Students.
b. Higher-fear of failure and more,feelings of failure.

22
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, c. Less mutual concern and feelings of responsibility for peers.
d. Being rejected and disliked by classmates.

Negative goal interde-pendence creates these Tiatterns of opp0§i-
tionalinteraction and ps'ychological stateS which, in turn, create (a)
monopolistic, static, and oversimplified impr4ssions of handicapped
classmates by nonhandicapped students, and (b) negative feelings
toward others and oneself.

When. interaction between handicapped and nonhandicapped stu-
dents takes place within a context of no goal ,interdependence, ste-
dents are(instructed to Work on their own without interacting with
other siude'nts, with their own materials,,,,and on goals that gre inde-
pendent frbm the learning goals of other students. In such a situation,
there is no interaction among students and no structured interconnec-
Oen with peers. Student independence (hiring learning activities ,cre-
ates (a) monopolistic, static; and oversimplified impressions of hand-
icapped classmates by nonhandicapped students, and (b) negative feel-
ings toward others and oneself.

Both competitive and individualistic learning activities provide little
or no information abbot hanklicapped peers, thus allowing .inilial
sthreotypes to continue. What,little inf+rmation is available is likely to'
confirm existing impressions that handicapped peers are "losers." The
boundaries oethe handicap are not clarified.

A direct consequence of competitive experiences is negative at-
titudes in which (DeutSch, 1249, 1962; iohnson & johqson, 1975, 1978):

1. The negative value attached to a classmate's efforts to. achieve
becomes generalized to them as people (because if they." win," yo0
"lose"). .

2. Students fdel negative about their own actions when they lose and
. thek generalize, the negative evaluation to themselves as persons.

(In the usual classroom, achievement hierarchies are relatively sta,
ble, leaving the majority of students to continually experience
failure.)

,
GenerallY, the research indicates that in comparison with cooperative
situations, classmates in competitive situations are disliked and self
esteem is lower for all students except for the few "winners." Bpth self
esteem and liking for classmates are .lower in individualistic than
cqoperative learning situations (Johnson & Johnson, 1975, 1978): the
theoretical rationale for these findings ij someivhat unclear, however.

SELF ATT1TVDES OF HtNNDICAPPED STUDENTS

The processes of acceptance and rejection. create expectations for
future interactions between handicapped and nonhandicapped stu-
dents. The process of acceptance leads to expectations of rewarding
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and enjoyable experitinces while the prq.ess or rejection leads to ex-
pectations of negative experiences. Thesa expectations, as,well as'the
labels and categories/used in nonhandicapped studefits' conceptions of
handicapped peers, affect the self -attitudes of handicapped students.

The behavior of:a stigthatized individual is conSidered deviant when
it departs from social norms. For example, when a child labeled
retarded .performs poorly on a simple .intellectual task, be or she-is
behaving wrrectly; butif the child sticcessfully completes the task, he

or- she is , behaving inappropriately. Th social response to this
behavior may be, "Whal's wrong'? Ydu' re not supposed to be able to do.
that!" and may Pad to the extinguishing Of ac. hieyement behavior.
Labels :ire.stabilized when, the handicapped student accePts the label'
and belaves in accordance with it. The process ef hepoming handicap
ped, therefore, yonsists of three steps: the actiens of the child. the
labeling of the actions as a handicap, and a self concet.change leading
the child to consider himself or herself handicapped.

The impact Rt- peer expectations and labels may be especially
po`werful for handicapped students. Tarnure and Zigier (1958) demon-
strated that 'retarded childien and children who have a fiistory of
failure are more outer directed than are nonhandicapped children and
children who have a history of success. This outer directedness was
demonstrated tb increase thirinfluence of models on the children's
.behavlb-r. It also May increase the impact of peers' expectations and
labels on self attittides. -

When handicapped students are viewed negatively, stereotyped.
and disliked, and lir' hen nonhandicapped Students expect future in-
teractiv witk them to.be distasteful and tinpleiisant, the self attitudes
of the t andicapped studerits May beenme negative. When hindicap7
pea students are viewed by nonhandicapped peers in differentiated,
dynamic, and realistic ways and the expectations are that future in-
teractimis will be enjoyhiale and rewarding; the self attitudes of the
handicapped students may become pbkitive..

There is,correlational evidence that cooperativeness is positivelyre-,
lated to self esteem in students throughout elementary, junior, and
senior high school in rural, urbanand subtirban settings; competitive-,
riess is generally unrelated to self esteem; and indiyidualistiwattitudes
tend to be related to feefings of worthlessness and self rejection (Johnson

& Gunderson, 1978; Johnson & Ahlgren, 1976; Johnson, Johnson, & Ander-
sbn,1978; JohnSon & Norem-Hebeisen, 1977; Norem-Hebeiseri St. Johnson,

1984 There is experimental evidence indicating that cooperative learning
experiences, compared with individualistic Aines, result in higher self

' esteein (Johnson, Johnson, & Scott, 1976), that cooperative le4rnin8 ex-
p&iences promote higher self esteem than does learning in a traditioiyil
classroom (Blaney. Stephan, liosenfield, Arsonon, & Sikes, 1977; Ge

1978), and that' failure in competitive §itOations promOtes increased self
derogation (Ames,. Ames, & Felker, 1977).
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In a iiVEIM of studies with subiwban junior and senior high school
students Noremr-Hebeisen and Johnson ,( 1980) examined the, relation- --t.
ship .between cooperative, -competitive, and individuali'Stic attitude's '
and wayS of-conceptualizing one's worth from the information that is-

savailable about _oneself. Four primary ways of deriving self c!.stdem'
are: basic self a(:ceptance ,{ a !whet' in the intrinsic acceptability of
oneself), conditional self acceptance (accep4ance contingent o i meet-
ing external standards and..expe(:tations), self evaluation (o os esti- .
mate of how one compares with cme's peers),- and real-iceal con-
gruence (4aTespondence between what ofie thinlo; one is and what
one thinks.one should be). Attitudes toward cooperation Wer e. found to
b.e related to basic self accePtance and pooitiye self evaf,uation cum-

lonal self-acceptance; and individuabstie attibides Were found
Oared to l) ceps: attitudes toward coin pet iticiwere found:to be related
to condii
to be related to basic self rejection. 36 1

COOPERATIA;TINTERACTION AND MAINSTliEAMIN

It should be noted that at any time in the classroOm the process of re-
jection can .1)0 replaced by the pnicess of-acceptance ly structering
cooperative interaction between handicapped and nonhandicapped
students. There is evidence that coiTerative interaction between non-
handiCapped and handicapped students promotes acceptance and
positive attitudes toward each other as well as positive self attitudes.

Interi raonnl Attraction .

CA nsiderable twidence has accumulated ihat co pefative interaction,'
-,,

co Pared with competitive interaction and,inc ivi lualisticljforts, pro-
Aes a,,great deal of interpersonal attract io mo students (Johnson

& Johnson, 1975.1978). When students e !ct to cooperate with each
ether and when-they actual y do cooperate, peers who are perceived to
be: markedly different fro oneself are liked, even if they lewer the
overall achievement of the group (D. Johnson & Johnson, 1972;. S.
Johnson & Johnson, 1972), JohnsOn,- Johnson, and Scott (1978) found

..
that cOoperative learning experiences, compared to' rndividualistie
ones, lead to a greater valuing of,heterogeneity among peers and to the
choosing of peers one has cooperated with in the.past for fulnre karn.:
Ing groups, even when these peers are less able than other classmates.

The results of' two.large seale surveys indicate that the more favora-
ble studentS' attitudes toward cooperation, the more positive they feel
toward peers Who are less bright and alsoloward thosc; who .are
smarter (Johnsotn 4 Ahlgren, 1976; Johnscm, Johnsim,-& Anderson,
19i.3)..Attitudes toward compdtition and individualism are not Mated
to liking fon; either Set of peerS. From the second through the atelfth
grades, in rural, subur.ban, and urban schools:cooperativeness is rel-
ated to valuing other students, no mat ter.What their aChievement levels
or intellectual potentials seem to .be. Cooperativeness, furthermore,

. r
.
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was Jound to be consigently related topissitive attitudes toi.vard listen-

iog to ,iind liking other students, and beliAing that one is liked by other

studerits,'Whih Studentscompetitiveness iind individual igimare pot re-

lated to these idtitudes. .
*

Five studies have directly compared cooperatively structured le 4
rn-

ing with ciimpetitive and individualistic instruction when hanc cap-
ped students were mainstreamed into the regular' classroom. n the

first, Armstrong,- Johnson and Batow ( 1980) compared cc»erative
with individualistic instruction .in langnage arts for 40 fifTh and sixth

grade students for 90 Minios a day for a 4 week period. Of.tht: sample

25% (10) were males with learning disabilities, Armstrong Acisl her

polleagires found that the 'regular classroom students in the cdfcipera-

tire learning groups evaluated their learning 'disabled peers as more
vahrabitiaxl SmarterThan did the regular classroom students in the in-

dividualistic condition..Regular classroom students in the cooperative
condition nisi) believed they knew their leidhing flisabledpeors better,
chose them for friends more often, felt. that they had been more' fry;

quently helped by their learninpilisabled peers, and wished for th6m
tO be removed from the classrooM less frequently. The learning dis.-

abled students were far less isolated in thecooperative than in the in-
dividualistic; coral ition. .

.. In the second study, 12 sc!cond and third grade boys enrolled in a
summer swimthing program were either taught in cooperative pairs or
individnalistically (Martino 81 Jobnson, 1979). Three non andicapped
and three learning disabled boys were randomly assigned to . -I con-

dition, In the cool. erative condition, a.nonhandicapped and a learningir
disabled boy w e randomly assigned to each pair} Observers
recorded the number of times the nonhandicapped boys interacted

with the learning disabled* students during a, 15 minute free swim..

period at theend of each 1 hour class, av,er the 9 days of instruCtion, in

the individualistic condition there was Only one instance of a- friendly

interaction between a nonhandicapped ,and a learning disabled stu-

dent, .In the cmperative condition, there wet...II-up to 20 daily instances

of friendly-interaction during the free time between nonhandicapped
and learning disabled student's, with an average ono friendly interac-

tions per day. There was an auerage of three hostile interactions be-

tween nonhandicapped and.learning dis_abled boys each day in the in-
dividualistic cnndition while there was an aVerage Of rine hostile in-

teraction per day between the two.types of students in the cooperative

condition.
a study Of seventb graders, Cooper, Johnson, Johnson, and

Wilderson (1980).studied the relationships between regular classroom

students and learning disabled and emotionally disturbql students in

cooperative,. competitive, and individualistie science, English, and
geography classes. Each class period lasted 60 minides and the study

.- lasted for 15 instructional days; stqclents, therefore, receiVed 45 hours

of instruction in deaph condition. The researchers found that far mcire
.
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studentS.reported helping and rex:eiving help-from their handicapped
peers in the cooperative than n the other two conditions. Regular
classroom students in the cooperative! and competitive eonditidns
choSehandicapped peers for frk!nd's more frequently than did the
nonhandicapped students in th e! individnafistk: condition.

In a fourth 'field experinient, -the' effecits of cooperative, in-
d ividuahst ic, and laissez fairy goaLstructures were compared on inter-

. personal attraction between nonhandicapped junior high school stu-
.

dents and severely retarded peers "(Johnson, Rynders, Johnson,
Schmidt,rHaider. 1979). Students Were from a public: junior high ,school,

Catholic janlior high scluiol, and a Special station school: The retarded
.!stildents Wer e! functioning at a high trainable level. Students participated

in a. bowling class that met for 1 hour per week for weeks. The results
indicate that. considerably more positive, supportive, and friendly interac-
tion tail( place`between the nonhandicapped and the retarded student§ in
th e! exyolx!rative than in the ether two conditions.

In the fifth field experiment,, interpersonal attraction between non-
handicap* junior high school .stuclents and Down's syndrome stu-
dents from a special station school was Studied under cooverative.
com.petitive, and individualistic- conditions (Ryridirs, Johnson,
'Johnsen, .& Schmidt, 1980). Procecrures were identical with those used
in the previous bowling study. Considerably morle positive, suppor-
tive!, and friendly interaction took nlawbbtween.the two groups of stu-
dents in the cooperative than in the either two conditions.

Now that the process of social judgment has been.expliiined and the
-importance of heterogeneous, cooperative grouping has been
emphasized, till: question is, "How does one set up. heterogeneous,
cooperative groups ,in a classroom?" For a brief .summary of ,the
specific strategies designed to assist the teacher, let us return to the sto-
ry of .Carl which began Ihis chapter. ( The tea(:her's role in setting up
cboperative groups is described in inure depth in Learning Together
and Aionelohnson & Johnson, 1975.) .

STRUCTURING LEARNING TO INSURE INTEGRATION

_Carl glanced jhyl, around ,the classroom to see if 4anyone Alas
.watching him, No one was. He began to relaXa bit. Carl was' able
to smile b'ack tbe special c!ducationleaule gave him an en-.
couragieginod and left the wain,

How Can tfie regular classroom teacher -structure the interactions
Carl wilt have with the other student-Sin the.regular classroom? The
teacher has three alternatiites:

,

-1. The teache'r can plix'Carl in competition with thluother students to
see who is best. Competition is based on students' success being de-
pendentoff doing better-than their classmates. Ifonostudent wins,
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the.other. students lose. Competition among studefileis, of 'course,
out of.the gnestion in mainstreaming as it promotes the rdjection of
low abilityStudents. as "losers.- . . .

. ,

2. The tehcher can haVe Carl and the other students work individually,
.independenf of each -other. Carl can then work on material
specifically suited to his ability leVel, What Carl dths&will Aot affect

the achiiwement of other students and what other studunts do will
have no effeiit on Carl's achievement one way or the other. Yet such

. .
a practice lsolates Carl from his nonhandicapped peers and creates
a situation in Which he . will he ignored or disliked for being

..

"different.'' /
3. The teacher can place Carl in a cooperative learning group with

seveCal Tin andicapped peers with 'the assignment of wmpleting
the lesson ; a group, making sure that everyone in thegroup un-
derstands the material. ,In cooperation, students have a vested in-

+ ft:rest in insurihg that other group members learn, as the group's
'success depends on the achievement of all members. -Helping.
,shiging.. peer tutoring, 'and Peer encquragement. and support for
lthirning, as well as peer acceptance aridlikinleate all hallmarks of
ceoperative learning experiences.

I

CoOPeration is the only learning structure that, is pinsistent with the

purpose of mainstreaming. In addition, it benefits average and gifted
as well as handicapped -students.

STRUCTURING LEARNING COOPERATIVELV

Carl shyly sank down into his seat, hoping the other students
%vapid not notice hint The regular classroom teacher announced
that all students would be assigned to math groups where. they
would work together to solve 12 story problenis. CO was
startled to hear his name called as he Was assigned to a learning
groUp. Joining his group he studied the faces of Susan, Sam, and
Sally as they jovially assembled.

What t teachers do- to set up heterogeneous cooperative learning
groups and tO insure that they operatii effectively? Althpugh there is no
formula for using cooperative groups in instruclion, there is a model
that outlines the rolp of the teacher. The following framework has
bees frelpful tgAnany teachers in initiating c6operation during instruc-
lion, Each teacher should feel free to modify the plan for his kir her cs-
classr9om setting apd st.tidents.-The model is prpsented for Carl's math
lesson, hut it Mills just as well in other subject areas,

Cb
As far as possible, specify the instructiondi objectives, In the case

ef this math lesson;,.the objectives were tO haye every student master
the basic math skills.needed to wo'rk the assigned problems.

IP
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.-I
Select the groOp size most approptiate,far the lesson, With young

or unskilled students, the best size fofkthe group maybe two 01 three
members. With older or more skilled students, larger groups are Pi5ssi-.
tile.,In Carl's classroom, the teacher selected a group of four students.

Assign students to groups. Usually, teachers wish to maximize the
heterogeneity in the groups, although, at tirnes, homogeneous geoups
are useful. A cominon 'procedure is to give the_class a pzetest and then
assign orie high student., two average students, and one low.student to
.elh cooperative group. This is what Carl's teacher did.

Arrange the classroom so that group members are close togeiher
and the groups are ,as far apart as possible.'

Provide thewppropilate materials. In .the math lesson id- Carl's
class, each group was given 12 story problems, one answer sheet, and
a checklist for each member entitled, "How well did I work in the
group today?" . .

,

Explain the task and .the cooperative goal structure. For Carl's
math grouP the taglimas to solve the story problems and to insure that

., all grotip members understood how to solve each. one. Members indi-
cated their understanding by signing' the group's answer sheet. (An
alternative to the single, answer sheet is to give each student an in-7
dividual test on the material and average the members' scores for the
group's score.) Thecooperative structure involves a group goal (com-
plete the assignment), criteria for success (perfect score is eXcellent,',
80% correct is good, 604 correct is poor), an awareness that all group
members receive the same reward, and an understanding of,coopera-
tive actions to engage in while they are working together (listening '.

carefully to'each other, praising earip other, checking to make sure ,

..:everyone understands the material). k' .

As Sally began to ?ead,the first story-Rroblem they were to solVe
Carl began to move his chair away frOm the grouP. He felt panic.
When Susan,. Sam, and Sally turned to.him for agreement with
their anSwer he backed his chairfurther away until it hit a near-
by wall. He looked away from their expectant faces as his tears
began -to overflow despite his best efforts to hold them in.

The teacher quietly appeared at Carl's side and asked what
was wrong. "I don't want to'work with anybody" he gasped, "I ..
want to go .back to my specidelassroom, to the Atudents 1 knowl': ct

Observing Carl's fright, the teacher stiggested, -The group
needs someone to reCord its answers. Why donLiu be the
recorder for the group? Susan, Sam, and Sdlly will arpciate the

. help." ° . ,

5hAfter Carl was arranged in'the center of the group withanswer
"eet.and pencil, the teacher moved to where she could watch the
group woric Carl clearly was taking 'his responsibility, as
recorder seriously, listening carefully.to the answers given by the ;
ether group members and writing them down as neatly as he
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could. Sally especially seemed skilled in explaining how, to work
the problems to Carl.

The next day, observing Carl working in the group, the teacher
stopped nearby. Carl smiled at the teacher and left his group tem-
porarily. "This is the most fun ever had in schoor he tol
her.

The story of Carl i true and it illustrates several important.aspects
of using heterogeneous cooperative groups for instructional purposes.
They are suminathed in the final three aspects-of the teacher's role:

Observe the student interaction. Just because teaChers ask stu-
dents to cooperate with each other does pot mean they will always do
so. Through observatin. teachers can spot problems students have in
working together cooperatively.

Intervene as a consultant to help the group(s) solve RS problems
in working together effectively, learn the interpersonal and group
skills necessary for cooperating, and check that all its members are
learning the material. Carl's teacher helped to reduce Carl's fear of
workingwith nonhandicappecl peers by giving him a structured role to
fulfill in the group. The next step isio teach the nonhantticapped stu-
dents helping, skills so 'that they can explain material successfully to*
Carl. Carl, furthermore, can be trained in-various cooperative skills

. that help the group wo even if. he cannot do the academic work as
quickly as his peers.

Evaluate the group pr ucts, using a criterion referenced evalua-
tion system. If a mainstrea ed student such as 'Carl is completely un-
able to do the work assigned, the teacher may wish to use different cri-
teria in evaluating his work, to assign less material for him to learn, to
givellim different material to learn; or to use improvement scores for

. him. Al the end of each lesson, teachers can have students complete a
checklist on how well they wbrked in their group,

COOPERATIOk BETWEEN CLASSROOM AND SPECIAL EDUCATION
Tf4CHERS .

Successful mainstreaming requires the help and attention of both the
special education and regular classroom teachers: There is a Specific
tole for each which requires cooperation to form a team in which they
coordinate efforts to eddcateiind sotialite the stUdents: The role a the
ClasSroom teacher is as follows:

1. Primarily, to structnre learning experiences cooperatively and to on-:
sure that the "small groups are heterogeneous, with handicapped
and nonhanclicapped students in the same group. islhe coopera-
tive goal structure that promotes positive interaction among stu-
dents, no matter how they differ froth each other, and provides/a
supportive context within which integration of handicapped stu-
dents can take place.
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2. 'To specify a structured role within' the cooperative groups fOr'the
handicapped students. Many mainstreamed Students will be fearful'

'-and anxious about interacting with nonhandicapped peers. Clear
and structured resppnsibilities 'within the small grUups will allevi-
ate such. feelings.

,

3. To. train nonhandieapped (as well as handicapped) students in
helping, tutoring, teaching, and sharing., skills. To work effectivelY.,.
within a-cooperative learning group, stuflents must be able to help
and teach each clther, especially when students are heterogeneous
in abihty. Many teaching skills, such as the use of praise and
prompting, are easily taught to students..

4. Tos make the requirements for 'the handicapped students reason-
. able. Some mainstreamed students are not doing grade lev,el work in

certain ways. This does not mean that they cannot be part of a
cooperative learning group. There are several ways lo a'ciapt lessons -
so that students at markedly different achievementlevels can par-

ticipate in tlje same cooperative group, such as, (a) use different cri-
teria for success for each group member, (b) vary the amount each _

'group member. is \expected to master,. (c) give 81'60 members
different lists, words, problems; and then use The average,percen-
tage -worked. correctly as the group's score, (d), use improvement
scores for the handicapped students ratlier than actual perfor-
Mance,

Undoubtedly, handicapped students can be evaluated in other ways
that do not prevent their working with norihandicapped peers.

5. To support the positive relationships among peers and the feelingS
. of success experienced by all students that reult from participating

in cooperative learning experiences.
6. Besides structuring hetgrogeneoug, cooperative learning groups, the

regular classroom teache'r will want to establish a collaborative
working relationship with thee, special education teachers who also

. work with the mainstreamed students. The special education
teachers are important resources for encouraging appropriate
academic and interpersonal behaviors 'by the mainstreamed stu-
dents in the regular 'classroom and, therefore, regular classroom
teachers.,should use them.

The role of the special education resource teacher on sUch a teani is as
follows:

1. .TO ccinsult with tha cl.ssroom teacher on setting up heterogeneous
cooperative learning groups:Facilitate the use of,cooperative ac-
tivities in which handicapped and nonhandicapped students are in
the same group by providing tile regulat classroom teacher with any
help .that might be needed to. do so, Observe the groups
systematically, keePing records of how thelandicapped anal non-
handicapped students intera0 with each other.

I
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2. Toleach,the handicapped students structured roles to enact in the
small greups. Even if a student cannot reed; he or she can lisfen
carefully and kimmarizewhat everyone in the group is saying; pro-
'vide leaderskip, help to keep the grouP's work organized, and so on.
There is always Some way te facilitate a group's work, no matter
what handitap a student may have'.

3. To teach the nonbandicapped students how to assist and help the
handicapped students. Some simple skills, s'uch as the use of praise:
can be mastered by nonbandicapped students to iniprove, their
ability to Work in abeterogeneOus cooperative`groUp. There may be :
sPecific aspects of a handicap that the nonhandicapped students
need tO understand in order to 'adapt their interactions to include
the mainstreamed student.

4. To consult with the classropin teacher on making the requirements
for the handicapped students reasonable. The regular classroom
teacher may need some help in setting up apprepriate criteria and
aisigning appropriate work., -

5. ,To support the positive refationships between gandicapped and
nonlikidicapped students and the feelings of success experienced
by all students tly result from participating in cooperative learning
activities, toW ability students will especially experience a great
deal more snccess in cooperative activities than in competitive or in-

' dividualistic ones:-

Although many good teachers have move& away from the pre-.
dominatly competitive mode of present 'classrooms to the use of ,

Cooperative groups, for many other teachers the use of cooperative
, groups, as described in this chapter:seems to be a departure, from pre-

sent practige;Therefore, a brief, "back to basics", statement seems ad-
visable. The use of heterogeneous cooperative ,.learning groups
benefits'not 'only the handicapped studenth being mainstreamed but,
also, the average and gifted students in the regular classrodm (jOhnson
& Johnsont 1978. 1 The teaching procedures are straightforward enough
so th'a't any leacher can learn. them.. Yet' the importance of cooperative
learning expierthnces goes beyond the integration of. handicapped stu-
dents into theregular classroom and the resulting increases infriend-
ships, -social skills, ,Self esteem, and achievement.. Cooperation is is
basis to humang asfthe air we breathe. The ability of all students:to '-

Work cooperatively.With other people the keystone to building -end.:
maintaining stable families, careers, and friendships. Being able to
perform technical skills sahas reading and math are of little use if the 7
persan cannot apply theni in cooperative interpaction with other people.'
in career, fall:lily, and community settings. The most logical way :to .

emphaiize the use of students' knowledge and skills Within a cOopera-
.. tive framework such as they Will meet as members Of soCiety, is tO use

cooperat e learning groups in the classrooin. A very good case can be
'made to upport the contention that nothing is make basic in education,
thail.lelrning to work cooPeratively with other people.
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, SUMMARY

The central.question in mainstreaming for the classroom teacher is,
'How. will handicaPped and nonhanolicapped students interact with
each Placing handicaplaed students in the re.gular classroom is
the b Tinni of an opportunity hut, like all opp.ortunities, it carries a
risk o aking things worse as-well as the possibility of making things bet-
ter. PlVsical, proximity .of handicapped and nonhandicapped students
does not guarantee positive attitudes and increased-ac6eptance: increased
prejudice and rejection may be the result. The crucial factor in whether a
process of acceptance or a process of rejection occurs in the classroom is
the kind of student interaction fostered by the teacher Although competi-
tion and individualism tend to support rejection, cooperative interactions
between handicapped and nonhandicapped students encourage the posi---
.tive social interactions that bring handicappes1 students into the
mainstream of classroom society. It Is crucial to note that tructuring
cooperativelearning is Itot something done for the handicapped students,
it is beneficial to all .students. The research indicates that it encourages
higher achievement and more appropriate self esteem for all students and
more positive social interactions throughout the.cthssroom.

Cooperative NVruction is 6ased on a. set of practical strategies that
any teacher .can master:Ij does not require the classroom teacher to
becorm,.! an "eXpert" in special education. The model describe-d in this
chaptei prbvides a natural way for regular anti special education
teachers to Work together as a team.

t
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S'

Peer and Cross Age 'retching:
Promoting Social and

Psychological Development
in Mainstream Classes

NORMAN A. SPRINTHALL
LYNNE T. BLUM

With the advent of the new mainstream legislation it is necessary to
promote a substantial educational policy change to positively imple-
ment the law. As the nation's classrooms move from exclusion to in-
cluSion of increasingly more diverse populations:Thrassive shifts in
educational practice; are needed. Mainstream edkation and its opera-
tional translation, namely, to ihcrease the accommodative capacity'of
each classroom, simply will not work if it results only in small adjust-
ments to current classroom practices.13y adding bits and pieces of new
information to the current classroom interactions we will simply ex-
perience one *more time the (Ad French proverb that the more things
cliange the more they reMain the Same. In this chapter, the basic
assumption is, that the instructional capabilities of classrooms need the
equivalent' of a quantum leapa new concei:ition or a_ qualitative
shiftto meet the new demands and neeai fOr mainstream education.
Thus, the focus is on (a') new goals for education and (b) new instruc-
tional strategies; lioth will benefit not only recently mainstreamed
children but, also, all.school children:

TRADITIONAL SCHOOLING

In the old and, to some extent still current view of education in the
classroom the assumption is that each teacher is a Toscanini or Sarah
Caldwell, that is, each teacher has the ability to orchestreeindividual
differences, the different needs of .cluSters of children, and the
different demands f the cuaitulum.,Horace Mann noted over a cen-
tury .ago, "As i e teacher, so is the :classroom." In this view, the

.teacher is the a chitect for each child's entire educational eiperfenck
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The responsibility for instruction, for' the organization of curriculum
materials. 'and for the tranSinission of knowledge and attitudes
ultimately rests in the hands of each teacher. Another way to view this
conception of the classroom is through the metaphor of a Charles Atlas
`Model: The work of each classroom rests solely and exclusively on the
shoulders of eaTh teacher.

In reality, of course, such a View does not work: Studies of
classroom interactions over the past 70 years have indicated clearly that
the teacher simply cannot function as the orchestrator of all learning
activities. In mint classrooms, the activities of the pupils are passive or
mindless or a series of minor routines with small point or conse-
quence. Teachers tend to spend an inordinate amount of classroom
time in directing children; 65 to 75% (estimates vary) of all classroom
talk is by the teacher:and at least two-tbirds of that talk is,in the form
Of asking for short, rotelike pieces of information or giving procedural
dirmtions (Sprinthall, 1977). Other studies have shown that the
general curriculumthe content of .,vhat is being taught in most
classroomstends tot be equally pedantic, in the form of a-recitation of
facts (Sprinthall, 19Xf). Clearly, not all children benefit from such

. classroom interactions. It is also clear that when handicapped children
are brought into convFntionally organized classrooms they receive an
even smaller proportiion of actual positive teaching time than their
regular class colleagues. The McDermott and Aron study (1978) of a
classroom indicated that students in the lowest reading group (some
with learning handicaps) were interrupted for procedural as Opposed
to pedagogical reasons almost 40 times ih one 30 minute reading ,ses-
sion. These children obviously were given little chance to.read.

Not only do they spend tnne calling on the teacher for a turn, they'
also spend time waiting for the teacher while she attends to some
rnabers of the top group Who have interruj3ted the time on task
of Me bottom,group. Almost two-thirds of the time in the reading
lesson is spent in either gettin§ a turn or waiting for the teacher to
attend to,the group. (McDermott & Aron, 1970, p. 57).

,

As new children enter the mainstream, it is important to rethink the
educationarobjectives of schooling as Well as instructional techniques.
Without restructuring, mainstream education will ro4 work any better
than the old exclusion/ segregation/deviant status lacement"model.

Ngliv ooms: sociAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL DEV L6PMENT
. . ,

It is becoining increasingly obvious that a major educational goal .of
schociling should be the promotion of healthy, psychological develop-

-, ment in' all pupils, -that is, the stimulation of each individual's psy-
chological maturity, Sense of personal confidence, and successful irk-
terperSonal development. Such goals0 course, are riot new-except
that schools traditionally have relegated psycholOgical deVelopment to
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an inferior status in terms of curriculum and activities. G(Inerally.
schools make policy statements on the importance pf personal 4nd
Ijsychological.development.but they di) not provide curricular space to
promote such development.. It is now clear, from a. series of stuV
conducted during the past decade, that by neglecting these personality
domains we are shortchanging the futures .of all children; success in
life, or life skills, come from or are a function of the levl of a child's
psychological maturity and his or her academic achievement.

owever heretical it may sotmd. grade point aChievement correlates
only to further grade point achievement and does mil predict success
in any of a Variety of life skills after formal education. Content mastery
predicts only to further content mastery but not to successful adult per-
formance (Heath, 1977; Kohlberg, 1977; McClelland, 1973). The myth
that academic achieVeMent and content acquisition should,be the ma-
jor objective of schooling is, -of course, longstanding and a strongly
supported delusion.

The educational goal of academic achievement becomes mere iind
more like an Alice in Wonderland fantasy. Alice- asked the Mock Turtle
about the regular 'course in' the school he had attended: 'Reeling add
Writhing, of course, to bcgin with, the Mock Turtle replied: 'and then the'
differeifl branches of ArithmeticAmbition, Distraction. Uglification:and
Derision.' . . 'Mat a curious plan!' exclaimed Alice" (Carroll. 1960.pp.
129-138).

Oh what a curious pi eed for schools to continue to pnsh for a
singular focus,on content acquisition' and academic achievement in-
stead of promoting . psychological' and social development fur aii
Children. Stimulating a sense of interpersonal competence, the ability
to relate effectiVely tO p'eers and to interact With them productively,
anesithilar variables need special attention, in educational programs.

'At the present.time ":regular" children do not benefit from traditional
classroom curricula when benefit is defined .to include psychological
'development.

Studies conducted during the past 25 years indieate that segregating
speeial education children into separate classes does not yield social,
benefits: Unfortunately, simply placing ,children froni pceviously
Segregated classrooms into regular classrooms is not a benign activity.
A recent Study b3i Bruininks (1978) showed that in such an inStance the
regular class children de.veliv increasingly more negative attitudes
-toward the mainStreamed children, which means that social engineer-.
ins through desegregation will not work automatically. Indeed, bring-
ing diverse groups together.without adequate edUCational plans morb
likely till have negative effects on both groups.

NEW INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

To create a more facilitative educational environment, programs
should be created that will stimulate the mchological as well as in-
tellectdal development of children. Role taking theOries provide in-,
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creasing evidznce that placing children or teenagers cif: genuine role
taking situations stimulates personal growth ant development. Actual
rolepetformance,.not role.Playing, is indihWed. The concept, which' is
.derived from George Herbert Mead's classiZwork in role takingithmo
ry, urges children and adolescents ttr actually participate in fulry
responsible new roles. (Mead, 1934). This does not mean thie use of
simulation Or " mes" in elassrboms but, rather, real world activities,

e such as instru nal responsibility for-other children.
TIV idea of employing pupils as teachersils not new in itsOf', What is

. .

new i hi*Pw this stratiy can be employed far thth benefit of allgroups
in.t eclassenorn. T e- concept is simple. Many ago,. Bloom's tax-

*? .-
onomy inded tha 2 effective learning strategy is for pupils to,
appkyjoiow edge to real w Id situations. Ralph TyleTh class.ic studies

Nt15 perm.vence Of leaqing in the classroom provided a rigorous
empirical basis fijr.veh claims.-bufact Ty)fr founetthat pufils tradi-`
tipnalty forgot Sfrk a content acquisition after 1 yearand 80% after 2
yeafs; in these classrooms, ttie learning activities were not applied

1.933). Mow recent studies by Gartner, Kohler, and kiessman
1971) and Paolitle (1976) indicairthat pupils who act as tdtors benefit at

least as much as the pupils they tutor in terms of learning activities and

ler

.

learning outcomes.
In a series of studieslt the Univer;ity of Minnesbta, we have been

able to document the pos,!Cive outcomes ofoross ge teaching
programs. At the elementary school level, studies by Blum (1978),
Enright (1978), and Preuss (1 976) showed the positive impacts upon
levels)of psyrhological maturity that accruedN(hen children took tpe
role of teachers; studies ky Cognetta and Sprinthall (1978), Ex(un

(1977), and Leone (1978) indicated tte positive impact On 'teenagers.
Essentially, in all theSestudies, pupils ate placed in the role of teacher
and then osystematical instructed in processing the experience as
well as in kerning imp rtant teaching skills. There is' a significant
theoretical as well as mpirical justification for the use df such ac-
tivities..The 'benefits go both ways. For children who act as teachers,
there is an increase in their Jevel of psychological maturity: They
develop- a greater sense .of enipathy, individuality, interper§onal
'maturity, and personal competence. Thus, in answer.to the,question,
"00 such prograins rob Peter to pay Paul," thc'answer is a clear and
emphatic "no.' The tutors themselves benefit directly, through in-
creased levels of psychological maturity and leadership. For the pupils
tutored, on the other hand, the 'benefits are illso significant, but in a
somewhat different realm. ince the tutors spend more time on the
learning task because of the a aunt of individual attention that can be
applied, the tutees receive mor ractice and, under appropriate con-
ditions, can learn in a less three environment. Thus, both the
child who teaches and the tutee who learns in such a cross age
program achieve significant .gains, and the teacher is no longer ex-
clusively responsible for all of the learning activities in the classroorir.
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It is most important to note, however; that all the studies cited here
indieate clearly that such procedures do notzork without a serious
commitment of time and supervision hy the school staff. There is a ro-
mantic vieW that education occurs simply through a magical process, a
youthful Mark Hopkins and a log. To the contrary, we have found that
weekly seminars in which both teaching techniques and discussion
designed to help the tutors process their own experience are an ab-
solute-necessity. Role taking in practice and a weekly suminar fbr tutors
are essential. Such supervision sessions provide the time for pupils

,.
who are engaged in teaching to examine readings, practice new techni-
ques. discuss some of their. emotional reactions, view some of their,,
teaching activities through the use of technology (e.g., video and audio
playbacks), and the like. In the curriculum guide presented in the next
section of this chapter, concrete examples are provided of activittes
and processes that occur in these weekly discussion sessions with the
pupils.

By holding weekly supervision sessions with children and/or
adolescents who are teaching, the learnings can be affirmed. Ex-,

perience by itself does' not necessarily lead to further learning. We
have found, for example, that §imply placing children or adolescents
in tutoring experiences by themselves does stinfulate positive
development for either group. Why is this so. t we seem from all
the curreglialk about experience based learning and so called, action
learninArograms that siniply placing children in such activities
would. produce positive outcomes. On th&other hand, our stridies indi-
pate that, without the guided reflection. pupils do not rttessarily gain
anything at all from experientiarlearning. in other words, without the
opportunity to carefully reflect upon one's,own experience in a new
and more.expansive role, an indiVidual Will not necessarily develop
new understandings of self and others as a result of the experience. In*
fact, in one cross age teaching program, with regular putiils tutoring
other pupils, we found the tutoring-only program simply produced no
effects at all. The tutors showed nO gains on. estimates Of development

"Th, (Exum, 1977). It was a case of ships passing in the night, so to speak.
4- 4-iowever, in the case of children tutoring recently mainstreamed
* pupils, the results were n4gative:, that is, children who were in. a tutor-
'..ing-only grQup developed more negative attitudes toward the,

. mainetreamed*children and employed greater criticism in their teach-
iii\g techniqUes when compared to their initial teaching strategies
(Blum, 1978). Perhaps the riraning of this is obvious: placing.pupils in
difficult learning activities, such as teaching designated educable
tally retarded or trainable mentally retarded children, without carefUl
-supervision, may induce negative learning outcomes. We should bear
this finding ip mind- before any small or large scale cross age teaching
program. is considered for schoolSystems.

A specific outline of dactivities designed to help' im.Plement such a
pWil follows The outline ifself, of course, is not prescriptive but rather

. , I,
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.f .
suggestive of the kinds of-activities and processes that may improve a

I
design for cross age or peer tutoring with reently mainstreamed
children. The Program was tested with regular elementary children
learning to tutor trainable mentally retarded children. Readers should
feel free to Make adjuitments according to both grade level and/or type
of exceptionality. ..-

_

SUPERAING TUTORS: A CURRICULUM qUIDE

The objectives of these procedures were.two fbld; (a) to 'teach skills
and (6) to'help the tutors to process their own experiences. To ac-
coMplish these objectives each session hod the followingformat an in-
itial review of the preVious week's skill; introduction of a new tutoring
skill; demonstrcation of the new skill; role:playing by.the tutors of the
new skill; reflection and problem solving. Over'all, the'curriculum was
divided into the two major themes of skill training and process ex-
periencing, Since the children were to accept major responsibility for
taking care of and interacting with children Who Were vastly different
frern themselves (in this case, previously spgregated trainable men-
tally retarded stUdents), the focus of the curriculum at the Outset was
both highly structured and concrete. There is strong theoretical sup-
port from child and.adolescent developmental theorists 'to suggest that'
both firm structure and concrete directions are important to mastering 1.

new learning activities, especially under conditions of high anxiety. It
was clear that asking children to learn to interact With-the-handicapped
children Met both conditions. As a result, the first six lessons centered
On specific techniques to be used while tutoring (based pn the .Flanr
ders Interaction Analysis 'System, see Table 1); the last four lessons
uentered on experiencing the bandicapped condition.

Beyond skill training, an attempt was made during training sessions
to acknowledge the difficolty of befriending a handicapped peer. The #
threatening ex.p)rierice was desensitized into a learning opportunity.
An espirit de 'corps was-nurtured.whereby it waS safe to ose the train-
ing session to .lry on" new social behaviors and to express new:ideas.
This 'attitude was,,accomplished through role' taking with peers in the
supervision group folloWed by g discussion session. Problem solving,
whereby the children advised and counseled one another..in alternee
approacheslo playing With the tutees, was always ilcluded. The ole
of the group leader. (classrooni teacher) was tO generate questions and
encourage the tutors to help Onp another to deal with tutor-tutee
problems. Througkthis "experience plui reflection" appr6ach, a sup-.
port mechanism was created to capitalize On the overall'role takMg ex-
perience, .
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'TABLE 1
Categories for Flanders Ilteraction Analysis*

Teacher Talk

Indirect Ii1uencc
;. 1. Accepts feeling's: accepting and clarifying the tone of the students'

feelings M an unthreatening manner. Feelings may be positive or
negative, Predicting or recalling feelings are included.

2. Praises or encourages: praising or encouraging student action or
behavior. Jokes that release 'tension, -but not at the expense of
another individual, nodding head, or saying "um hm?" or "go on"
are included. .

3. Accepts or uses students ideas: clarifying, building, or developing
idea's suggested bya student. As teacher brings more of his or her
own ideas into play, shift to #5.

4. Asks (iuestions: asking a question about content or procedure with
the intent that dip student answer.

Direct Influence
5. Lecturing:giving facts Or opinions about content or procedure; ex-

prctsing his or her owti ideas, asking rhetorical questions.
6. Giving directions: givin directions, commands, or orders with

which students are expected to comply.
7. Criticizing or justifying aqthority: making statements intended to

change studentJaphavior from unacceptable to acceptable pattern;
bal.ftiling someone out; stating why the teacher is doing what he or
she is doing; extreme self.reference.

Student. Talk

6. Response: talk by students in response to teacher. Teacher initiates
the eoritact or solicits studenf statement.

9. Initiatio talk initiated by students. If "calling on" student is only
to'indica ho may talk next, observer must decide whether stu-
dent wantè4 to talk.

±0. Silence or confusion: pauses, short periods of silence, and periods
of confusion in which communication cannot be understood by the
observer. .

Speaci: N. A Flanders. Analyzing leaching b&w War. Reading MA Addison-Wesley. 1970.

9n the RI uni (1978) slud y. the trained telorzshowed diamalie and statistically significant imProve.
ment in their use of "model" teaches; bategorif:s (Indirect #1. 2: 3:4 plus direct #6). The untrained
tutors did not develop model-teaching instead. these was an Increase iecategory
trig or-justilytng authority. The effcts:on the trainable mentally retarded tutees were difficult to
measure. These was,, however, a decrease in Category #10, SilemiConfusion, for trainable men-
tally retarded students with trained tutors. There was no change in this category for trainable men-
tally retarded students with-unts4ained tutors.
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. PART I: SKILLS FOR TUTORINq

Lesson 1: Orientation

Objective To introduce the children to each other and to underline the
importance of their roles as tutors; to discuss the similarities and"
differences between themselves and the handicapped children,-and to
model/practice some role taking,elements.

Materials: Blackboard, blindfolds, blocks of varying shapes (10 fo"r

each pair of children).

Plan:

4

1: Teacher introduces self to the children and learns everyone's name.
2. The teacher asks for a volunte-er to write on the blackboard. The

teaCher describes tutoring as a very linportant role: the tutors may
be seine of the first nonhandicapped playmates for the special class
children. The teacher asks the tutors ,to think of similarities and
differences between themselves and the special class children. The
teacher encourages them to talk about differences in physical ap-
pearance. slower learning ability, and ,immature social skills. Then,

ildren are asked to describe the similarities. The teacher en-
courages them to think that the special class children can learn.and
do have feelingS, even though they act much younger thah their real
ages. (The behavior of the special class children in this sample
could be compared to that of preschoolers.) The teacher should ac-
cept all the ideas expressed by .the group members and try to
rephrase the statements in a supportive manner so that all can be
written on the blackboard. The teacher concludes, that we all learn,
but the special children have special iiroblems in learning: .

3. The teacher explains the role taking practice. The teacher asks the
children to choose a partner:The concept is explained: eVery meet-
ing will hdve a practice seriiim in which each person will take kurns

"'acting "as tutor and tutee. I.
4. The exercise is explained. A "practiee" W introduced as a way to,

experience what it is like not to be blind, but to have poor eye-hand
coordination. Eye-hand coordination should be explained in non-
technical language: the eyes See something and send's message to
the Ilan& to touch. For trainable mentally retarded children, the
message froth the eye to the hands nia3;r get short circuited. The
hands may not do what they should. Using a blindfoldis a way to

, approximate this experience. One partner should be the tutor and
4 one, th,e tutee. The tuteewedirs a,blindfold. The tutor can give only
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verbal directions to the blindfolded tutee to build a 'tower out of ths.
blocks. Videotaping this evrcise iS extremely helpful.

5.. After both dyad membersrele play;the children are asked to recon-
vene. The group leader .risks the follOwing questions to stimulate
discussion:

. What was it like te. tutor a handicapped person using only verbal
directions?
What was it like to try to build a tower without being able to see?

- How did it feel to be given only verbal help? Was it frustrating?
do you have to do to give gooci direetions to someone who

has a harciiiine with blocks and puzzles? The teacher should en- .

courge many ideas to alter the Cominunicarion: speak more
slowly, give more verbal clues, use shorter phrases.
Should you give morelielp than you did? What kind 61-help? The
teacher should encourage them to talk about "hands on" help.

Leeson 2 Direction Giving
. .

.0biective. To show how to give clear, simple verhaldirectichs accom- .

panied-by "hands 'on" help.

Materials: One game per dyad typical of those use with the trainable
mentally retarded children.

Plan:
.

'1., The teacher asks for a volunteer to recall the previ us lesson's
cussioh (that the handicapped students are learners, but on a slo r
level, and that they have feelings). The teacher asks fyr volunte rs
to describe the kind of diredions one must give to-a trainab e inen-
tally retarded child. The teacher asks for a'volunteer tp dem

j
nstrate

and emphasize such directionz using the following techniques:

Slow4 talk; one or two syllable words,
Simple: use one idea at a time. .

. 11Se few words, far example," .4 rne the blue blbck.".
- lithe special class buddy has tro ble,give "hands on" help,

The teacherishould model both correct d wrong ways to use these .

four techaques. "et`

2. After modeling the techniques with a iolunteer, the children are
asked to pair up with friends and to old. take, using one orthe

meS. The teacher circulates, praising yone loudly for.usihgany
f the four,tethnieues, a9d modeling the appropriate behavior -

_

. .
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. t

when necessary. The teacker tells the childtn to switch..roles after
3 to 5 minutes.k. .

,

3. After the pPaCt ice: the group' reconvenes. Thechildren.are asked. the
following questions to stiniulate discussion:

e

pid you hear your tutor give good directions? What.did the tutor
do?
Did you hav any advice for your tutor for giving better direc-
tions?
Was it easier for the tutev With good directions?.
Can you Picture how this would work with nor special cltss
buddy'? - -
Are there any probji;ms with your special class buddy that the
group can help you with?

It is recommended that citieticins ti.e asked of spe9ific students, rather
than thrown out to the group in general. The latter tends to be received
with silence:In addition, restate all:student criticisms of each other in a
positive way, i.e.; from "He told me to do too many things at once," to
"SO you think John could try giving one "direction at a time." The
teacher .shikuld also try ta make one positive stateMent about every stu-
dent's performance and to scatter these statements throughout the dis-

..
cussion.

Lesson 3: Positive Feedback

!

Objective: To discuss the use of praise in increasing thOutee's perfor-
ntance level and building his or her self esteem; to discuss otior tech-
niques to build the tutee's attention spacn.

Materials: Games fl.etm the special classroom.

/..

Plan:
'1: The teacher describes clear directions es one way of helping the

special class- buddy to understand; if they are helpful, they should
make him or her. feel good about playing with the tutor. The teacher
then reminds the children of how difficult it was to learn when they
were blindfolded in the first lesson.

2. The group brainstorms. ways that the special class liuddies shoW
frustratiok such as giving up easily Or throwing tantrums. (The ex-
pression will vary, of coursc, with the social skalevels of the bin-
dicapped children.) The teacher introduces the imp6rtance of the
tutor's role' in encouraging the special class buddies to feel 'pore
positive, lees frustrated. The teather asks for ideas onlhow to been-
couraging, generating a liSt of types of ptatse (i.e., "very good," etc.)

0.



The teacher then introduces one other in presenting -*game
materials, the tutors should cut doWn on the amount oftganie materials
so as not to confuse the child with too many stitnuli. Examples are',
giVe the tutee one puzzle pieve at a time, keeping.all other pieces off to
the side; do not place all the puzzle pieces within *Child's reach,
which Would confuse him or her. If given too niany stimuli, frustration
type behaviors will occur, such as throwing piecesor grabbing several
pieces at once. A tutor principle should be suggesteil at this point: The
tutor should pkin in advance to simplify both the communication
and game materials according taikthe needs of the tu tee. The teacher
then'demonstrates this principle with a volunteer.

3. The children form dyads and role play these skills with the games.
The teather Circulates among the dyads, again praising those who
*ye clear directions, demonstrate praise, and simplify the games:

4. After both children have had a chance to take each role, the group
redonvenes. The children are asked to give feedback, The following
questions are suggeSted to encourage discussion:

Did your tutor use any praise when you were playing? What -did
he okshe say and how did it make you feel?
FiQw did.youas the tutor, feel when you used the praise?
What did your tutor do to simplify the game?
What advice cap you give your tuter for his or her praise and
isimplifying the game?
Did your tutor give good directions as we discussed last time?
What aranays to makedirections good?
Can you picture doing this with your special class buddy?

. Are there arty special problems that the group can help you with?

Lessons 4 and`5: Dealing with Behairior Problems; Poor Attention to the
Play Situation

Objective: To introduce the im'portance of simple directions and
praise to build attention; to show 418w to use various techniques to gain
and keep the tutee's attention.

Materials: Games from Hie special classroom.

s' Plan:
1. The teacher acknoWledg6s the behavior problems often seen with

the tutees. The teaChor encourages d gripe session in which the
. children -can vent their own frustrations and fears. The teacher

should be supportive of the tutors wiihout disparaging the special
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class children. Without structure. griping could monopelize the en-

, tire &essioa, The teacher will have to guide the discusSion so there is
time left to demonstrate to the tutors that there are specific techni-
ques theylcan use to prevent many of the behavior problems. The
teacher introduces these tchniques and they are practiced. The re-.
maining skills are introduced. Techniques for gaining cooperation
are as follows;

If the tutee looks away or gazes off, the.tutor should try to dis- 4

/ cover if the tutee finds the'task too haril or simply needs clean*
directions.
To aid in getting the tutee's attention, the tutor could touch his or
her arm or cheek and guide his or her hands through the .motion
of the game.
It is important to "guide the tutee's hands, not the game parts.
Brainstorm:about the tutor's feelings about touchinglite hands,
aims, or face -Of the special class kids:.

. If these tactics are successful in pining the tutee's cooperation,
thelutor should pro* him or her.

If these techniques do not work, the tukor should try changing
games. The tutor needs to be aware that, like yotinger children, the
special "class child's attention is short; therefore, games should be
changed frequently.

If none of these lechhiques worki and the tutee is acting out, the
tutor could try to continue playing the game and to let the tutee know
that it is fun. In this way, rather than purgue and attend to the

. miSbehaving tutee. the tuter pursues the game. Often, the tuteewill
become.mere interested in the obiec6f the tutor's attenlion:

lf,ethese suggestion& do not work, it is time to return the tutee to
his or her class. In a crisis situation, in-which physkal abuse is a
danger, the tutor should not try to cope-with the tutee but should get
the tedcher. A

2. The teacher should aemonstrate each technique with a volunteer,
Showing the correct and correct wan of using each.

3. The teacher should ask utees to role play some level of
behavior problem (i.e., gaz ing df, throwing game pieces, walking.
away.from the game, refusing to cooperate). The teacher should cir-
culate among the dyads, praise the tutors for applying" the techni-.

ques, and demonstrate for the tutor who is not performing correctly..
The teacher .should not criticize but should redirect the tutor
through demonstration.

4. Once the fakirs have played each role, the group should reconvene.
The folhiwing questiOns. are recommended to stimulate discussiom
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Did your tutor Use any of the special techniques when you
misbehaVed? Which ones, and how did they work?
Which technique workedbest?
How would these techniques. work .to cut down on behavior
problems,with your special class buddy? .

How do.you feel about stepping in and trying to' do something
about a PrOblem? Are you a little afraid?

: 'How do you feel about asking for helP tom the teacher if your
buddy,starts to tantruin? (The children often say that they think
the, teacher will think they are. incompetent. Brainstorm these
feelings. Explain thatteachers have supervisors to whom they go
for help and watch the children's amazmient at this informa-
tion.)-
Are there any special problem§ that the grouptan help you with?

Leseen.8: Never Say "Ro",/or Hardly Ever

Objective: To show how to demonstrate and redirect behavior rather
than to use criticisni.

Materials: Games from the sPecial class, especially, those with
geemetric shapes or color cubes.

Plan:

1. The teacher asks the children to report on the.use of the techniques
in dealing with behavior problems. The teapher asks the other
children for counsel, such as, "Can anyone help Mary think of what
to dor This type of discussion will require frequent support from
the teacher along the lines of, "I hear you're trying new behaviors
and you're having some problems; it is hard to play with someone
who hasn't yet learned to play and that's good that you keep trying

ways to help."
The teaCher then introduces the idea that often the special class

chilthis not trying rix be "naughty," he or she just has not learned
other ways df behaving: Soinstead of criticizing nifstakes, the tutor
can demonstrate the correct wv. The 'teacher models how to .cor-.
rect behavior. with a voluntrf and tells the volunteer to make

*,,mistakes. The teacher role plays criticism behavior as well. Here is
an example: Holdipg a red and blue block in front of Mary, say,
"Mary, give me the red one." (Mary chooses blue.) "Mary, this is
the blue blockliere is the red. block. Now give me the red one."
Therefore, the request is followed With a demonstration of the cor-
rect response. and then the reqUist is restated. .

The teacher then says to ihe 'tutors. "Can you never say no?" This ax-
lam is very appealing to the chilciren; on the tither hand, , the
leacher should explain that. one should Lige negatives when the. .
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special class child is harming himself or herSelf or others or darriag-
. ing property. and/or when it is impossible to gently yet firmly

physically restrain the child. Neverthelessi. less serious mistakes
warrant redirection, not criticism,

2: The chilaren pair into dyads and role play while the teacher circu-

lates giving praise and redirecting. The teacher must model this
"never say rio" behavior now and at all times throughout ihe

training.
3. After each child has taken the role of tutor and tut e, the group

reconvene's. Following are some questions recommen !(.1 to stimu-

late discussion.

It's very hard to never say "no." Did you hear your tutor criticize

you?.
As the tutor, how sdid you do trying to correct mistakes instead of

criticizing mistakes?
Do you think this will work with your special class friend?
Are there any special. problems that the group can help you with?

11,

Lesson 7: Review of Techniques

Objective:-This lessan provides a buffer for further ,practice in and
discussion of dealing with behavior problems, particularly if lessons 4

and 5 did not pravide enough time to role play the techniques. In that
case, lesson 6 would provide-this opportunity, and lesson 7 would be

tlie "never say no" lesson.

ep

PART U: EXPERIENCING THE HANDICAPPING CONDITION

Lesson if: Language pisability

Objective To eXperience how* to communicate with Line who has a

very low level of language cpmprehension and expression.

Materials: Simple books.

Ran:
1. The teacher introduces the idea of trying to read to the special class

buddy when his or her level-of understanding is below that of most

books. The teacher brainstorms various techniques the children`

could 'Use, encouraging them to think of changing the text to "meet

the needs of the listener." The teacher models this idea with. a



volunteer, Showing how to sharten sentences and simplify the story
,..,

line.
2. The children form dyads and take turns reading to each o ther. The

. teacher circulateS among the dyads and praises those who are
modifying the story in the pook. . .

I

3. The group ieconvenes. The following questions are recommended
to stimulate dismission:

,4e

It really bothers a lot of pechite that special class kids do not know
how to play a game by the rimiles. They do not,seem te care if all
the puzzle pieces,are in the Het place or they are very messy
about it. Does that sort of bug you as a tutor?
Does it bug anOody that you have to work very hard to change a

^-1 story when you read a book to them?
What shauld" you do: teach your buddy how to play the game by
the rules, or change the rules so that they ,are easy-enough for
your buddy to underStand?
Any problqms since our last meeting that the group can .help you
solve?

,

Leeson 8: Multiple Handiteps *
Objective: To 7perienc'what it is like to be limited in coordination.

Materials: An obstacle course made of some chairs 'ari'd tahles
fashioned like maztk

.Plan:
1. The' teacher introduces the idea of trying to help sotneene find his

or her way. throUgh a maze when he or she has multiple handicaps,
poor, understandingyf language, and poor visian. The teacher asks
for volunteers to act handicapped. Then the teacher divides the
other tutors into two groups. One 'group is taken dutside the room:
.The teacher instructs'this group to be %wry vague when.they give
directions to the blin4folded personS, modeling- the, type of vague

'instructions. No direction is given to the remaining iutors. The:two
boupl of tutors are rejoined and are readato. instruct the
blindiolded -.handicapped" tutees.

.g. ThePors direct the handicapped tutees through thd maze one ,at a
toe. The teacher says nothing and the children do not switch roles.

131 The group teconvenes and the blindfolds are removed. The teacher
asks if anyone can guess the secret message given to one group )af
tutors. The following -are recommended questions for discuSsion:
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".

How did you,Jetbeing guided by your tutor? If jou were tutored
by someon in the secrete message group, did you notice the
difference tween his or her direCtions and those of the other
tutors? Ho did the different types of directions make you feel?
Encourag the tutees to discuss their frustration at liaving t7 de-
pend upon one who is vague and confusing. A. question'
along this line is, "Try to iniagine.growing up with these han:
dicapp.and wanting to go out in the world on your awn. How
would you feel?"
If you had to get help fr om Other people in order to survive, whZt
kind elf help would you want? Would you want a helper"to do a lot
of things (9r you?-- Encourage the children to, talk about helping Af
handicapped people to learn how to be independent. This
abstract concept can be' made more concrete by 'discussing
specific situations, such as making a phone caltalone, riding a city
bus alone, going to the store alone to buy food.
Does anyone think that his or her special class buddy will ever be
*al:46 to do some things for himself or herself when grown up?
What can you do now to help your buddy-to learn how to dcl""
things for himself or herself?

p.

Lesson lik Coordination HandicapGross Motor

Objective: To help the children to understand what it is like to have
such a disability.

Materials: A balance beam, a skate board, or any other equipment re-,
quiring coordination.

Plan:
1. The teacher introduces the idea of experieecing what it feels like to

have poor baltice like many of their special class buddies. The
children often ask why so many of the special class children.are so
"wobbly" and "run. funny." One concrete explanation was offered
by* a fourth grader who sakd, "Feet move when they get a message
front the brain telling them to. The message for those kids is all mix-

- ed up."
2. Once again, the teacher asks..half the Children to volunteer to be

blindfolded and \the other half to act as tutors. The tutors are
directed to take their tutees to each piece of equipment. The func-
tion of the tutors is to hold the hand Of the hitee to prevent accidents.
The teacher says nothing. After 3 to 5 minutes, the tutors switch
roles. ,

3. rThe group reconvenes without blindfolds and di'scussei the ex.
perience. Some possible questions .follow:
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The teacher tells the group that no specific instruction was 'given
to the tutors in how to-.be helpful. Were the tutors encouraging to
the blindfolded tutees?
How did it feel to be the handicapped person?
AnOiuestions left untouched In the previeus discussion can he
included in this discussion. 1
If you were pretty wobbly on your feet, do you'think you would
go out .for sports? (Most kids .say "no.").'Has anyone noticed that
the special class buddy does not like to climb onthy jungle gym or
jump jope, but that he or she really likes to ride the swing or
wagon? (Encourage the children to, see that the first activity re-
quires balance but the second does not.) .

If your special class buddy shyg away from these things because
of poor balance, should you force .him or her to play on these
things? (Encourage the cbildren to learn that,balance can improve
to some degree with exercise and practice, and that the tutors can
bp supportive by trying to make the equipment less threatening
by being encouraging.)

Lesson 11: Pine Motor.Hendicap

Obiective: To experience a fine motor handicap.

Materials: jacketS that zip;'shirts that button; pants that snap; crayons
and paper; tape.'

Plan:
1. The teacher introduCes the idea that many of the special class kids

have a similar handicap in using their' fingers as they have with
wobbly balance: The messagel:fram the brain to the fingertips is a
little mixed up. Therefore, they aro slower to learn how to do things,

. Such 41 button, snap, zip, and draw or write. To experience what it
woulrbe like to hate this impediiment, the teacher.wraps a volun-
teer's fingers together, leaving the thumb free. Then the teacher
demonstrates tHat many of theSpecial class kids are most efficient
when using the pincer grasp, an early reflex. The way the children's
hands are taped allows only a pineer grasp. .

2.-The children whose hands are taped are given the buttoning, 5nap.-
ping, zipping, and drawing to try with the tutors. The teacher says
nothing but signals time when ttre thildren should switch roles and
the other children'i hands are taped.

3. The group reconvene* after both groups have had the opportunity
to take each role: Questions recommdnded to generate discussioir
follow:
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How does it feel to haVe this handicap?
I's it frustraft to help someone who is hanAcapped like that?
What did you find that you had to do to helplhe tutee?

a Does anyone here have pretty bad handwriting? Encourage the
children to see that some children are much better in fine motor
skills than others, that we all have strengths and weaknesses. Ask .
the children if they have any particular skill they can do better or
worse than someone elSe.

Lawn 12: What Did You jeartil? -
Objective: To encourage discussion about the total experience. This
muld be the time te administer a survey if desired.

Materials: Snacks and drinks

Plan: The teacher tells the children how much fun it h9s been to see
them grow through their experience. One technique used to encourage
discussion was to go around the group asking each student to complete
a sentence starting with a stem which the teacher makes up spon-
taneously as each child's turn comes up. Some items are, I learned how
to . ; I liked . ; I didn't like ... I worriedobout . ; Now I know
that .... After the kids become accustomed to the game, one child can
give another a stem, and then that child can give anothe0a stem, and so
on.

Of en, children will p'roduce remarkably insightful comments as
they process their overall experiences. Generalizttions, such as, "You
knew, in some ways we are all handicapped . .." or "Fly helping others
In learning about myself . ." or ."Those kids are people; too." Volun-
pered statements may not carry as much empirical weights as do

ri official research reportS but such comiiients may be more genuine in-
-dicators of outcome. In either case; the evidence to support the efficacy
of cross age and peer teaching comes from both sourcesobjective,
empirical evidence and subjective, clinical data.

IMPLICAYIONS

Effective cross age pregrains requite,i two sets of role shifts. The
teaCher needs to deVelop supervision Ttechniques to give his or her
teaching skills aWay to the pupils. ror tlw pupil-tutors, the role shift re-
qUires them to move from passive .to actite teaming, from "student-
hood" to a responsible helping and caring role, fronidepvdence to in-
dependence. For recently mainstreamed pupils, of course, the benefits
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are most obviOus: ind.ividualized attention: 'more time o.n learning,
tasks, and genuine social interaction with regular cla.ts peers. The
change in social interaction patterns of classrooms may be 4-far the
most important shift in the entire context for all participants. Peer and
cross age caring programs inevitably change relationship patterns.
Isolation is reduced while interdependence is increased. Under such
conditionS all Children may groW at their own pac toward pseful adult
roles.

.At a generalized level, peer and cross age helping programs can
operate across a variety of areas. For example, students can role tiike
as helpers in preschool programs. Cottze (1975) and Greenspan (1974)
both developed programs for secondary pupils as helperS in nursery
schools. In fact, in the Gouze study, some physically handicapped sec-
ondary pupils from a mainstreampd high sch000l joined their "regu-
lar" 'peers in supe'rviskng the nursery school children. Activities in-
cluded having the presehoolers clithb in and out of a high schooler's
wheelchair and making friends with "a big person who has wbeelsOr
legs." Other programs that tested this role taking approach have in-
cluded secondary pupils as peer and cross age "cotmselors',' (Dowell,
1971; RuStad & Rogers, 1975). The sithilarity across all of these efforts
is that each' program includes a balancQ between real experiencethe
actual role taking4-and a careful discu-Ssion or "seminar" (as the
pupils Jike to call it) to review the past and plan for the future.. On the
other hand, it is important to restate that such leartMgs do not
automatically accrue from experience.

Dewey (1933, ) indicated that 'experience by..ithelf can be educative
or, just as likely, miseducative. Anne Bancroft's experience in the movie
portrayal of Helen Keller's tutor is clearly qualitatively different
from, say, washing a car. ObviouslY, not all experience is similar.
Learning to help and care for another human is potentially an
tremely important edticative experience:However: andlins is the part
of Dewey ,that is and was overlooked,. experienced/4 itself it. is not
eneugh. Dewey `pointed out long ago, and all PreSent day 'clevelopmen-
.talists agree, tkat car'eful, rigorous, hard headed analysis must go hand in
hand with experience. Thus, we are not adVecating the equivalent of
cafeteria style neoprogressive. education. That was a light weight transla.:
tion of deyelopmental education assumptions. Instead, the need is for
-systematic examination of experience in order to extract meaning for ammo_
growth and development.

One of our high school pupils from a prior study was teaching a
hearing impaired child to "sign." We had asked her to keep a joninal
of reflections throughout the term. She also did some reading (ex-
cerpts from. DOA Teaeher, ete., on the positive side, and Catcher in
the Rye, Nigger, etc., an the.negativesik); At the end of the course she
reported that she learned to like the child and felt good about her own
growing ability as an instructor. Iskist of all, she noted, it. was review-
ing ger journ-irttat-hait the greatest impact In retrospect, she could
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set where- she ,shad been, whEA,she had learned, and .how sbe had
changed. Her journal "was atmost like a, mirror. I could look 'into it,
think abdut what I'd said; and it would refleet my thoughtS back. Only.
I'dSee it a little differently each time,"

For mainstream education. .to succeed. we need thoughtful and
,empathic teachers and.pupils4ogether as resources. Most of all, we need

helpers who can learn from actual experience in Order for all cRildren to

refled and ,grow;,
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. CreOng Positive
Ciassroorn En ironments

RICHARD HLIDEK

The greatest concern with the -schoels among e ucatdrs and the
teneral public today, as reported by the National E ti n AsSocia-
tion, Gallup Poll, Phi Delta Kappan, and many pop lar nagazines,
centers on, unacceptable student behavior, Report's of violence,
destruCtion of property, and the 'assaulting of teachers are.co mon pc-
cnrrences in schools throughout the country, and the finger of blamep
frequently.is pointed at the Student. In order to combat this roblem,
the major emphasis is directed toward-"fixing" the disruptive child or, ,
teenager, These effortS take tbe form of special programsclassrooms,
and schools whiCh necessitate identifying individuals and labeling

. them. Some eommen labels are "emotionally disturbed," "socially
maladjusted," "disruptive," and 'so on: depending. on the particular.
locale. Tile '!Band Aid" approach is the operation of the day; however,
fixing the' kid must be approached with greatcaution as thifollowing
excerrit from "Needs and ,Other Wring Things" illustrates:

A- weed is anything alive and growing wfich you do not like.
There are noweeds in a meadow.
Gardens do have weeds, as do-,Corn and lawns. But gar-:

dens; cornfields, and lawns are all iths,-,N .enditions on what
-- would be an otherwiSe spontaneons ix. gardens, cern-

fields, find lawns 'we are compelled to p. weeds. Or, as is
becoming incire popular, to spray them with stuff that kills every-
thing in sightAn meadows it is sometimes difficult te tell what is
a weed and ivhat is not, so We oreless con)pelled to pull the
weeds and more inclined to view the meadow as a place where
weeds and non-weed§ coexist, eaChcontributipg to the meadow's.
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V. .
ecology. Only in imposed ecologies do weeds exist, and tben only.

..41
hydefinitions tiasethin preconCeived notions of what the ecology
should be like.

School is kind of like that. There are someihirigs and situations
that can be viewed as' nuisances, or worse. We can call those_
weeds.- Yet they do exist. If we pull a weed, we often find another
growing in its place in a short time. If we allow the weeds to
coekist with the non-wmls, -we can ofti;ri 6nrich the ecology. The
problem comes from defining and judging weeds. In any case,
they mt`ist -be attended to, or accept ed."(Sampres, Charles. &
Barnhart, 1978. p. 139) \

By way of contrast-seldom clo e find programsrlhat are specifically
designed, to prevent disruptive .riebavior. These pregrams are charac-
terized by emphasis on positive classreom and school climates and
teachers .who model, encourage, and rdnforceacceptable behaviors/

,This is not* say that many teachers do not teach, encobrage, and rein-

, force acceptable' behavior: however, their efforts do not seem to be

part 'of a systematic and schoolwide or districtwide effort. In addit.
preventive approaches do not seem' to be emphasized initow.ther train-
ing programs. The efforts at such approaches that do-exist are spotty
and seldom reflect a systematic ongoing plan or curric.ulum that is
.comparable.. to academic prograin curricida. These efforts are
iviewed as extras or something to_inclu (Iif time permits," and yet the..
greatest concern ameng educators as well as parents continip to' be
unacceptable stutien4 behavior, -

AFFECTIiiE EMPHAWS .

An effective".preventive . program is based on a strong affecii4
emphasis that embo*dies thrve basic*compo*nts 4211evels:

1. The classrooirmlimateimessages we convey to 'chiklren.
Merging feelinioriented.and fact oriented-learning through 41iscw

.sions.
Brinaing 'feelings and emotions, needs and human behavior into the

ieveryday.
curriculum: (Glass & Griffin. 1973)

The emphasis of this chapter is on levels I and 3. Level 1 can he
deScribed as a group reipforeethent plan. Level 3 takes the form of re--

'. lationship.building activities. As a resultof emphasizing levels 1 and 3.
level 2.evolves as a natural precesS. The concept .of affect used in this
chapter includes all methods and strategies that relate io the human.
element as distinct from academic or other expeetations.,Carl Rogers
described this attitude as expression of unconditional pdsitive regard,
or the inherent value of the human person,

-
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. . iIJE KNOWLEpGE BASE ATHE PRACTICE DISCREPANCY

Wide recognition is given in education, psychology; social psYchology. .

and philosophy to the need. for programs. curricula, and instructional
methods that recognize affect and stress acceptable social behavior.
Curfent approaches, uch as behavior-modification, moral education,
and huinanistic education, ail have developed strategies that can have
a positive impact on behavior. It is intereSting to note that they ap-
proaches.tend to direct. their strategies at the regular classroom and to
clearly support the mainstreaming concept.

Recent reseapch and position statements also er4hasize the need for
effective strategies and curricula in the affeilive domain. Phi Delta
Kappa published a handbook (Fox, 1974) dealing with specific ap-

' proaches to classroom climate. Rapid progress-is being made in moral
'educateon, values clarification, and humanistic education (Hall,
Kohlberg, Wilson, Kirschenbaink DeLattre, 'Ryan, & Cogdell, 1978).
Thvoneed to instruct children directly for the attainment of appropriate
individual and group fisychosocral skills is receivinii rapidly expand-
ing attention (Knaus, 1974; McCauleY, illidek. & Feinberg, 197.7(
Meichenhaum, 11377;, Rhodes, 1967). Johnson and Johnson (1975; see
also Chapter I of this. volume) outlined both theory and practa relat-
ing to the use of -heterogeneous cooperative grouping procedures in
classrooms ''and dolcumented the positive influence on achievermtht,

'even in the tradifional academic subjects, when, "cooperatiom" is
A achieved. Teaching.that stresses a hvirrianistic approach to dealing will)

children, termed "congruent communication," bag been detailed by
Ginott (1972),-and systematic techniques forteacher interactions .with .
students based on humanistic philosophies. have been outlined by
Cordon (1974). Specific classroom reinforcement procedures were
demonsirated by Greenwocid, Hoias, Delquadri, .and'Guild (1974) to

- result in the lessening of disr-uptive behaviors by pupils.
--......4esearch by Dr, Fredric Jones has documented repeatedly that

teachers can reduce class disruptions by 65 to 90% and significantly
impeove student productivity through the .U.Se -of social interaction
Skills in classrooms (R;rdiki, 1978). The positive effects of approval
strategies on the self concepts of pupils was demOnstrated by Borg,
Langer, and Wilson (1975) in 'a continuingseries 'of studies cm various
approaches to dassroom management,

.
Despite the Vast amount cif reaearch data and the variety of curricula

-made 'available through the souices just cited and other's, teachers
seldom Use theresearch data and materials.designed to teach accepta-
ble behavior and .create positive4leaming environments, The neglect
call be measured in terms oeclassrpom disturbantes, lowered achieve-
Ments, aminiuch human suffering. Certainly, the.reasons for not using
preventive strategies are many and varied; teachers have related the
folloMng:
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gxtra planniiig and preparition are, necessary upe"h initiating a
, .

plan. .
2. Immediate results are not as evident as with pAirive/adversive

methods.
3. Tmchers do not feel Clualified or confiden t to engagoin affective

orjented. activities.
4. PoSitive oriented techniques conflict with personal philosophies

or teaching styles.
5. Teachqs lack time because they are pressured to7spend more time

on basics.
6. There is a lack of a sound philosophy and understandinA of tHe

value. of preventivd measures, if;
7. Behavioral -gtralegies are too complicated and recluire too much

bookkeeping,
81. Disruptive behavior is the job of'011D principal, counselor, or social

worker:
9. There is a failure to understand the n egative group dynamics in

classwouis that produce unacceptable,behavior.
19 Acceptable behavior is expected: why shotild teachers reinforce

children in special ways for what is the ,ordinary "kpected-
, Imhavior?

An understanding of group phempona Is-an essential starting plaee
for teachers; A group of peers, whPther first grade pupils or adult
professionals, generally does not function or perform at optimal levels
without specific planning to deal with the variety of anxieties that exist
within the group. Some of:these anxieties relate to a bask: lack of self
confidence, fear of failure, hositancy.to ask "dumb"Auestions, fear-of in-
adequate achievement. and lack of trust 'among group membi4s.
These factors, along with an overriding competitiveness among peers,
create a less than conducive environment for lparning and acceptable
behavior. Lliiawareness or igOorance of the inhibiting factors inherent

. in a group results in a uariety of unproductive behaviors tiy teachers.
Orientation to group phenomena ought to I;e one of the basic elements
oUteacher preparation.

A central feature of th'e, two strategies that are out4ned in later Sec-

.* tions of this chapter is the teacher's modeling of .positive behaviors er,
more .specifically, of. interactionS with studeots, that tan .be charac-
terized as more approving 'than disapproving. The predominance of
disapproving interactions with stedents exhihited by teachers was dis-
cussed by Madsen and Mads'en (1974). Thp authors -surveyed 6,4300
teachers regarding their attitudes on mainpiningna positively oriented
classroom, that is, a classroom that is characteAbd by the predomi-
mince of approval over disapproval; 99% strongly agrebd with the no-.
.tion that there should be'more approval than 'disapproval. However,
Wheo.these 6,000 teachers were hbserved in their own classrooms
using thciiir own criteria of apProving b ehavior, only 8% were more ap-
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proving than disapproving. White (1975). in a study of intermediate
grade teachers. also showed that the rate of disapproval behaviors was
higher than that of approval behavior.s. These findings clearly illus-
trate the scope of the problem.

EMPHASIZING THE POSITIVE
.14

Certainly, the "great majority of teachers have good intentions to ex-
press more approval than disapproval, but few have developed vehi-
cles to carry out these intentions. The need clearly exists for mechan-
isms that enable teachers to realize their good intentions. or what they
think are sipund educational practices. This mechanism must take the
4orm of lesson plans or some other diciily routine that willinsure con-
.aisteni use. The establiShment of an ongoing plan is, essential,
especially on those days when everything seems to be going sour or
when the teacher is not feeling up to par. It is a rare person indeed who
is able to maintain a high level of approving behavior without the aid
of an established routine. T6e adherence to a plan provides a very sub-
tle benefit for the teacher and class simultaneously. On those day's
when thing; seem to he going negatively or the teacher is not feeling
well, a few moments engaged in approval' as a matter of routine can in-
stantly improve the negative atmosphere, and the leacher will feel bet-

, ter.
An example outside the school aituation illustrates the dilenuna in

which we find ourselves. At about age one, when infants normally
begin*Walking, parents express great enthusiasm, encouragement. and
reinforcemen t any or all of the infant's efforts to take the first step. If

.the infant 's les or falls, the parents respond with encouragement,
livcaring, and other supportive behaviors that reward im as he develops

the skills necessary to walk However, if the parents were to resiond
_ .

negatively "Dick, yotere old enotigh to walk:* your brother and
si4ter walked at your age and aillhe. neighbors kids are walking. You

:have Iwo strong legs, etc."), it would not be surtirising to see manY in-
fants not walking at the age we norMally expect,

. To emphisize approval behavior and the reinforcement Of acceptable
behavior, an anonymous educator several years ago, fantasized a discus-
sion between Alice and the Mad Hatter, which Lewis Carroll might have
written if he were aliVe today. _

Alice: Where I come fun* people study what they are not
good at in'order to be able to do what they are gopd
at,

Mad Hatter: We only go around in circles in Wonderland; but
we always end.up where we started, Would you
mind explaining yarself?
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AIicé Well, grown-u0S- tell us to find out what we did
wrong, and never do it again.

Mad Hatter: Thars odd! It seems to me that in order to find out
about something.you have to skudy it. And when
you study it, you should become better at it. Why
should you want to become better at something and
then never do it again.? But please continue.
Nobody ever tells udy the right things we do.
We're only suppoistro learn from the wrong
things. But we are permitted to study the right
things other people 6. And sometimes we're even
told to copy them:

Mad Hatter: That's cheating!
You're quite right, Mr. 'Hatter. I do live in a topsy-
turvey world. It seems like I have to do something
wrong first, in order to learn from that what -not to
do. And then, by not doing what I'm supposed to
do, perhaps I'll be right. But I'd rather be right the
first time, wouletri't you?

%

A suggestion and a wordbf caution may be appropriate at this point:
'When teachers become interested in attempting to increase their ap-
proval behavior, reinforce appropriate behavior, and encourage posi-
tive interaction among students, they frequently abandon their former
methods of interacting ant), managing students. An abrupt change is
usually frustcating and produces greater turmoil than previously ex-
isted. A smoother transition results if the teacher maintains the former
pattern of interacting with the class and _simply incorporates preven-
tive strategies at a pace that is mapageable for students and teacher
alike. Usually, as preventive- efforts are established as a part of the
daily routine, the necessity to rely on less than positive approaches.
ateadily decreases. Not- only'do studenti respond more favoly to
positive approaches but, also they thrive ori. opportunities to feel that
they have some control within the classroom. Moving slowly is wise.

Following is a discussion of two major approaches to the Challenge
of\ creating 'positive classroom environmentS. First, group reinforce-

. ment plans are considered and, second, attention is given to relation-,
stiip building activities.

GROUP REINFORCEMENT PLANS

The group reinforcement strategy is based on the concept expressed in
"pail tile Good" (Brunk, 1970):

If- you tell Charles you like the-way he shared his book with
Ted, he will be pleased that you noticed-and will remember your
annpliment. The odds favor his repeating the behavior.becaute it
was followed by.a positive consequence
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lf you comment constructively on Dave's improved spelling
he get six words correct this week and on.ly five last week---7you
increase the chakeSef his working to sustain that improvement.

If you notice otit loud 'that Robert remembered to cross the T,
that jan's choice of colors shows good perception and that San-
dy's science project is very ingenious, you are accenting the posi
tive aspects .of children's behavios. To the extent that yoor ac-
tions communicate -genuine appreciatitm for achievement
(however small),.they Will operate to enhance children's self-im-
age, foster congenial classroom atmosphere, and increase the
likelihood that desirable behavior will recur.-,,

It is a simple fact of life of psychology. We all look constantly
for the little cues that, tell, us we are good, worthy, and likeable
people. We are pleased and grateful when someone provides
snch cues. We remember them. We like to be around such nice
japople, and' we are ready to return tfie kin.dness with interest.
s. When we are criticized, scolded, or belittled, we feel hurt and
resentful. We become defensive, and., the impulse is to strike
back. Whenever possible, we will avoid people who inflict soch
139in. . .,

We must cease the sterile efforts" to detect undesirable
behavior. We must ignore such'behavior as much assiossible and.
turn our whble attention to the detection of desirable behavior.
Nor is it enough to merely recognize good behaviotWe must gn'
out of our way to find it. Charles Madsen has said' it well. We

...,

must "catch the child being good." ..

The idea takes a little getting used to. We are so mucg in the
habit of finding what is .wrong, or correcting mistakes, /and of
reacting to misbehavior that we find ignoring such matterA A but
impossible. For that is what we must doignore the bat 'and hail
the good. And tliiere is a bonus in all of this.Nor not on l',/ will we,
achieve happier students and better learning environments, we
ourselves will change as well. Increasingly, at each d'ay's end, we.
will find a satisfaction we had almost forgotten existed. \\,

Perhaps the greatest value that should be emphasized in considering
the implementation of this strategy is the flexible possibilities it offers.
The specifit form. should be developed to fit particular teaching
style. The plarvan be.effectiFe whether it is infortnal or expanded into
an elabordte design.

An informal design may be. as simple as the 'following outline:

1. Begin the day with approval comments about the class or individual
lik

ttugdents for 30 to 60 seconds.".
. in dach learning aelivity with 30 to 60 seconds of approval

behavior.
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3. End each learning activity *ith approval comments.
4.. Begin and end each transition with approval relating to desired ex-

pectations:
5. End the mornini(prior to lunch) with approval.
6. In the afternoon, follow a similar pattern to the morning routine,
7. For setondary school students, simply translate to class peri&I or

module.
8. For elerrnmtary and secondary school students alike, the plan or

outline must be'part.of a lesson plan to insure daily consistency.
9. The first seven points are a base. Modifications and adaptations to

complement teacher style are a must. rt+

The following outline presents a highly structured design for the
same purposes as tgose in the informal design. In this more structured
or formal approach, careful planning and preparation are necessary.

A structured group reinforcement program provides the class as a
group with the opportunity to earn Special privileges as.a result of their
efforts to attend regularly to established, agreed upon standards or
guidelines. Individual as well as group efforts are acknowledged and
the group is awarded points or tokdns: these points or tokens can be
accumutated and the total can be exchdnged for a special privilege. All-
class members participatbi in the special privilege.

The teacher consistently expresses approval of acceptabie behavior
that, he or she hopes, will result in the continuation. of acceptable
behavior. Id addition, students are provided with a structUred incen-
tive system that is designed to engage them in positive behavior and
that establishes a norm `of acceptability for individual and class
behavior.

As an aid to expanding approval 'vocabulary and as a reminder, the
following list could be placed in a prominent location for uSe by both
the leacher and other participants. "

Approval Responses

e

Yes
Good.
Great
Neat
Nice.
O.K.
Fascinating
Charming°
Commendable
Delightful
Brilliant k

Fine
Uh-huh

.111% glad you're here.
That's a prize of a job.
You make us happy.
That shows thought..
We think a lot of you.
You're tops on.our list.
Remarkably well done,
You're very pleasant.
That s.hows a great deal of work.
Yes, I think you should continue.
A good way of putting it.
I like the way explained it,
That is a feather in Your cap.
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Positively You are very friendly,
Go ahead That's an excellent goal.
Yeah, all right Nice speaking voice..
Nifty That's a nice expression.

It is a pleasure having you as a student.
Of course That's interesting;
Cbol You make being. a teacher very worthwhile.
Likeable That's sweet of you.
Wonderful . Well thought out.

1.Outstanding wOrk ShoW us how.
Correct / You're doing better.
Excellent You are improving.
That's right .You're doing fine.
Perfect You perform very well,
Satisfactory That's very good,
-How true I'M so proud-of you!
Absolutely right I like &it.
Keep going This is the best yet.
Good responses That's the correct way.
How beautiful That's Very choice.
Wonderful ,job You do so well.
Fantanie You're polite.
Terrific, swell Thinking! .

Beautiful wOrk That is very iniaginative
Tasty That will be of great ben it -to the class:
,Mirvelous I appreciate your attention.
Exciting Thst was very kind of you. .

Pleasaiit You .catch on vary quickly.' go
Delicious That was a good choice.
Fabulous My, you have a nice attitude. Ar

Splendid' You're really trying.
Well-mannered Your work is very neat.
That's clever That was nice of you to loIi her your
I'm pleased You should be very proud f this.
Thank you 'Very creative,
Outstanding CongratulatiOns.

Policies and pocedures

Following IS a recapitulatidn of the general principles- of the group
reinforcement ,program to use in awarding points or tokens.

!i

The Basic Purpose of the Program Is.to Increase Desired Behavior.

The reinforcement of behavior r thitotiontlxt is intended .to help
children to practice and learn bow to be helpful, to each other and the
teacher. Basically, teachers reinforcdthose behaViOrs that they want to
.see and ignore those behaviors that they do not want to .see. In this



Way, one moves toward a positive group attitude that is essential to a
jlealthy, cooperative class.

.
.Positive Interpersonal Interactions Art the Most ImportantArea of the
Group Program.

Reinforcing chjldren for helping, approving, encouraging, praising,

sharing, reminding,
'and

complimenting each other, and comparable.
behavior is critical. to the success of this program. The- focus on
"followin roap directions" is significant, biit primarily it is a means
of social management of.the group, especially at transition times. Of.
greate r. importance is the "positive interpersonal interactions" area. It

. is likely that children. who can work together and imitate or model
positive teacher and peer behavior will form and maintain a group that
is,- more responsible and self directed in classroom learning .and
behavior.

4.

The Teacher Is the Reinforcer, Negotiator, and Moderator in the
e

Classroom.

This group program puts the teacher in the role of rewarding reinfor-.
cers, observing and publicli noting desired behaviors, facilitating disL
cussion of appropraite behavior, negotiating bonuses, moderating
ciassrani interaction and activity, and arhitrating disputes that arise.
He.or.she.is responsible for the positive verbal management of the

- overall *gram. The teachet.is stillthe teacher; he orshe does not stop
teaching,..abandon the children, or turn the class entirely over to stu-
dent direction and control. The teacher"catches the kids being good,"
emphasizes. jhe appropriateness of helping one another, which is a
positive beffavior, emphasizes that "we're positive, not perfect" (peo-
ple can have a tough day), and generally lielps students to assume
more rdsponsibility few helping and approving one another.

Each Child Counts as One Point.

When a child exhibits a behavior that is reinforced, that.-tchild

- earned a point for the group. The area of "following group`directions14

uses a sight count procedure in which those children who have`
"Mowed directions are counted. The area of of "interpersonal interac-

tions" employs intermittent reinforcement or .par,tial counting pito.
cedures in which the teacher awards a point to thezgloup as he or she
notes the occurrence of A positive interpersonal interaction among
class fnembers,

Each Point.Earned Is Contributed to the Entire Group.

When a child earns a point, it belongs to everyone, not jus.to the child.

a'his is a total group program.

.t.
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AllsPoints Are Awarded for Positive Behavior.

Behaviors by any member of the group that are ir afi area being rein-
forced are those behtiviors that are desired, are positive in nature, help
the class tq function M'ore appropriately, and are intended to".be in-
creased. This program doeS not focus on negative behavior.

Points Are Added and Never Taken Awa

When children earn points for the gr up, these poilits are permanently
earned. Do not take points away front es group as a response cost (or
punishment) to an individual or the gra' p. If individual children do.
"not Meet the expectations set for their behavior, do-not award points to
the group on their behalf. Try to award points only on behalf of those
individuals who behave as expected.

Bonus Points.

Bonus points are a central feature designed to motivate greater
. cooperation. The class should be clearly aware that whenever every-

a
,..oneis ready or complying, a bonus doubling of points can be earned.

FOr example, If there are 28 pupils in the class, ae2LItlf all assignments
*.$ are- ttfrne4- in; 50 points could be awarded. Th asS also could be

vare.tharcoercion or threats are not acceptable behavior. However,
positive encour ement, helping a classmato complete a task, or the
positive reminding of a friend to be ready can earn additional points.

Getting.gtarted

-* Inclute students in all aspects of the planning. Establishing student,
.ownership and support at the beginning is the key ta the senicess.of the

strategy, An outline of elements to be considered with students in
preplanning follows:

1. What criteria for viors will he established us the basis lor the
class to e pecial privilegeR For eiample, (a) following group
'directions; (b) completing assigned tisks;e(c) Completing indepen-
dent work (d) positive interpersval interactions; (e) appropriate
conduct In out of class settings (physical educatión, lunch, assem-

-.
Iblies); (f)"smooth transitions; and (g) helping substitute teachers. In
imost cases students will suggest appropriate criteria.

Z. 'Ways to reinforce.Teachers can do it verbally; for example, by
c tinting, "Twenty-two people are ready to sbegin, and helped \he
cl .earn a reward" or "I noticed 10 people worked the last 30
m ftuies.".

"3. Ways to record and maintain an on going point total. Number line:
beans in a .far, slash marks, or checks on the chalkboard. Summar-
ize total earned-daily; emphasize daily progress toward goal; use d

7
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visual display, including desired goal; count total points earned to
date.

I4: When to recognize 'appropriate behavior. When it occurs
(eSpecially for individual behaviors); tetiche? convenience, end of
class period, end of teaching session, or end of day, or whenever
appropriate.

5. Ways in which points may be used. Student input is 'essential,
assnming class goal is acceptable; for example, free time, extra P.E.
time, playing mcords, movie, treats, popcorn party, TV program,
field trip, playing cards; or game,

6. What point total is necessary to earn privilege or goal? Estimate
reasonable potential; set total that can be reached first week. Subse-
'quent goals can be extended two or more weal, Trial and error or
experietce may be only guide.

1*

RELATIONSHIP BUILDING ACTWITIES

The relationship building component is designed to provide students
with practice in the use of positive verbal interpersonalointeractions
Relating in a positive way requires Actice and guidance. Teachers
often expound on the virtues of politeneds, friendliness, being kind to

each other, sharing, consideration, and the like to their classes.
Usually however, little any time is devoted .to proViding oppor-
tunities to practice or.role play these values. Without tlis opportunity
for structured, positive interaction, little development occurs and stu-
dents continue to yespond toeach other in negative,, put-down ways.
On the other hand, as a result of experiencing. positiveinteragtion and
providing regular opportunities to develop positive habit patterns, stu-
dents' behavior can be changed and, as a result, the students will tend
to feel better about each other.

The following lessons offer one approach. The lessons are con-
ducted, oneat .a time, three times a week, for approximately 30 to 45
'minutes per session. A suggested sequence and brief description of
sample activities follow:

:

;I. Filmstrip: "Warm Fuzzies." The 'filmstrip introduces the concept
of "fuzzies" (any positive behavior that produces good feelings)

with a following discussion.
2. Fuzzy Names: Positive descriptive names are chosen by and for

each class member, students, and teacher (e.g., Resourceful
-Richard).

3. Group PortraiCChildren suggest physical features of individuais
to be drawn on a portrait of the.group (e.g., SallY' eyes).

4. Greetings Qs a'Fuzzy: Group members practice listening, repeat-

ing, and responding to one another by practicing, for example,

"Good. morning" and other simple grFetings.
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5. Student-Teacher Survey:Students share events and activities they
like and enjoy with one another and the total group.

6. Filmstrip: "IALAC."-The "I am Lovable and Capable" filmstrip is
shown and 4m.1 as a basis for group discuss,!on.

7. "I" Poster: Iffoue makes a poster of "1" using puzzle format. As
fuzzies occur during the day at home, school, or elsewhere a sec-
tion of the "I" is colored in and completed.

8. Sharing Good Feelings: Group menTbers -disclose activities and
. behaviors that help them to feel good, and elaborate on how 'and

.why.
9. I! Tokes Two to Cooperate: Dyads of students select a picture

from a .catalogue acceptable to both to be pla0ed under selected
categories of food, activities, or 'events. ,

10. Let's Learn More About One Another Dyads- interview each
other, using a structured format, to Jearn three new th,ings about
one another.

11. Repeat Filmstrip "Warm Plizzles": Filmstrip is rep 1 ated with
children asked to note aspects they 'did not -see last t me a o
decide whether the story.is now more or lesi intttest. rig.

12. More Ways to Give and Receive Fuzzies: ainstor
ways to give and get fuzzies; discussion of the mos tical ways
to be tried; and suggestions for how to earn more p ints in the
group reinforcement program. .

.

13. The Magic Box: A box containing gifts is passed aroun the circle,
_kind each individual gives another child a gift from t e .box, ex-

t. plaining what it is and why they want him or her to h ve it.
14. What Do You Know About Me? Dyads complete writtei qUestion-

naires, then they share answers about what is k own and
unknown about each other.

15. Brainstorn;ing At.tribute$: Total claiS brainstorms four positive at..
.tributes for each individual.

16. Identification 'of Personal Att4pites Llsing Attributes List from
Previous.Lesson: Each individual lists at least three more positive
characteristics about himself or herself.

.17( Attributes Sharing: Individuals share or disclose their lists of posi-
tive characteristics with the total group.

18. Repeat "1ALAC" Filmstiqp.- The "IALAC" filmstrip is repeated
and the ensuing discussion focuses on aspects not noted pre-
viously, for example, how one can help another lo "climb over his
4r her brick wall." #

19. First Aid to Damaged 1ALAC: The class role plays ways to break
down an individual's wall and practices ways of helping others to
feel better about themselves, , . .

20. Fuzzy Shower; Total class brainstatns positive characteristics of
each classmate while he or she sits id center of circle. 1

ti, The.activities are conducted in a variety of way* and repeated, de-
pending on the group. At the conclusion of this phase; teachers are en-
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couraged to continue with various discüss1i sessions, including
values clarification and decision making sessions as problems arise
throughout the year.

INSERVICE TEACHER EDUCATION

the St. Paul Public Schools several methods of inducing teachers te
use group reinforcement and relationship building activities havebeen
developed. Traditional 'after school teacher inservico training
programs, in whith .information and ideas are discussed, have pro-
duped less than desirable results. Teachers typically agree with the
methods and techniques presented but seldom follow through on
them; and,- frequently, inservice classes for teachers become academic
exercises that produce only negligible change in the teachers.

Follow up,.teaming, and modeling are requisite components of an
effective inservice teacher education model; they support and aid in
the grown of internalizing the centent and they improve the likeli-
hood of teacher khange. FolTow. up, teaming, :and modeling have
become integral parts of the grotiep reinforcement and relationship
building concepts as taught tri St. Paul. Various combinations of the
three components haye been used. Thee teaming and modeling efforts
.have bee sPecially effective when they are used as part of teacher
pre on for mainstreaming. TeacherS have been very, willing to
schedule time for the demonstrations of relationship building activities
and organizing gfoup reinforcement .ii;lans within their classroOms.

__
Following is an outline of procedures that have been used successfully

inserAce, teacher education:
,

1. The Class is announced, in most cases,2fia a 15 minute presentatioqi
during a faculty meeting (aideS are ako encouraged_to attend). The''
class is outlined as a task oriented catirsc; teachers underst9. el that
they will,be aSked and expected to attempt several new stiategies
with their classes.

2. The first class session consists of outliningthe group reinforcement
discusSion centers onlhe mechanics of the plan as well as on

philosophical issues relaiing to behavior management (e.g.. tangible
rewards)..Teachers are aSked to form smag groups, with 'the task of
outlining a specific plan. Individuals are liked to share their ideas,
and Suggestions from the instructors and participants. are en-
couraged. Teachers are expected to carry out the plans with their
classes.

3. The subsequent session's (about five) are devotod to asking teachers
to discuss their plans and both the pOsitive and negative outComes/
Again, suggestions aro provided by the instructor and participants.
The relationship activities are introduced and role played duang
each of the sessions. The class simply experiences the activities as
would their students; several activities are introduced during the re-



maintng five sessions. At subsequent sessions, teacpers 'are asked
td share their experiencles with the relationship activities.

4. Teachers have the'option of teaming with the inservice instructor
for Wink in the teacher's classroom; the instructor normally
schedules two sessions weekly; half-honr sessions are scheduled
for 3 to 4 weeks. This sepport has been extremely valuable to
teachers who lack the confidence to engage their classes in an affec-
tive interpersonal curriculum.

5. 'As teachers begin fo establish their group areinforcernent plans and
carry out the relationship activities, each is asked to schedule an ap-
pointment with the inservice instructor to report on the specifics of
his or her group reinforcement and relationship building activities.

6. Four weeks after the class ends the participants are asked to meet
for a brief sharing of their experiences in using.the strategies: '

What aie the results? Conimenti provided by a group of teachers re-
cently involved in training and attempts for implementation in their
classroorns were as follows:

On the average, students became more responsible for themselves.
Students became more aware of classroom rules.
Thera-was a sense of pulling together for a common cause.
plass members started to,do their own housekeeping by reminding

yach other about behavior.
Behaviors and attitudes improved..
I feel better about the Class and myself.
It Puts the burden on students instead of me (always) as the "bad guy."
Students are more attentive and willing to listen to direction.
They really get on the student who opfs.
They seem-quite pleased when I tklAhern they have earned 'a point.
A better feeling of cooperation and concern for one another hatbeen

evidenced.
Students who receive positive' comments try tep get more of them.
I feel more.relaxed with my classes.
Students treat each other with more kindness and respect.
I am looking forward to having a good year?
When reach our goal we will reward ourselves.

respond better when a teacher from another class speaks te

Ch'Idren seem more enthusiastic about school.
Correct behavior islOoked upon mofe favorably since it will benefit

theBroup (re-estEttliShing norm).
the children are More aware of what constitutes good behivier,

because they praCtice it.
Problem children seem,to.be acting out legs often; they can get recogni-

tion for positive behavior.
It's IF good way .to build self esteem, especially in handicapped

youngsters. . .
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SUMMARY

As .one attempts to understand the specific, mechanics .of affective
'Oriented. preventive oriented strategies. there is d ..ilanger of losing
sight of the basic concept or intent. Bia strategies tend to h./crease tlj
students total Motivation for school and learning. Thegroup reinforce:
men( plan enables the teacher to maintain a high level ttf approval
teract ions with students. The relationship building activjties support
the group plan in providing students and teacher with rrgillar opaor-,
tunities to practice positive interactians.

The cumulalive effect and impatl on fhe classroom climate can be
greatend--offers advantages for all students. However, it is essential
that attention be given to making classrotim cliMates Vpositive7 if
children who haVe special needs are to be accommalated in regular
classes _in increasing numbers..
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Special educators.who are respe or direct service to students
with educational disabilities -found systematic methods of ob-
serving and iecording relevant siudent behtivior to be a valuable tool
for aiding their students' learning. Application of these Methods re-
quires additional teacher time, which suggests that those teachers who
use them must be repaid by an increased sene aprofessional compe7
tence and personal 'Satisfactien. The teacher willing to .commit this add-
itioniti time,. which is greater during tile initial learning period, will find
that observation methods are easily mastered and the rewards are real.

. The purpose of. this .chakter is to introduce, several methods of
systematic observation and To comment on their relative advantages
and disadvantages in order 6:0 assist beginning observers to make a
thoughtful choice of the procedure. tht best meets their needs. Eiarn-

: pies are provided. .Fuller discussions of the various theorettcal
perspectives on observation are available .in Weinberg and Wood
(1976): &atm and Weinberg (1977k have written a brief:.nontechnical
manual that expandS on several of the topiti mentioned here: they.also
dikuss such fssues qs reliability and validity which relate to,observa-*
tjo as measureMent, For a Iliicussiotkof applicatiens of Observation to
researek see Hersen and Barlow's (1976) excellent 1,2oOk.

110

,

Observing Skills
for Teachers

FRANK H. WOOD

WHAT IS GOOD OBSERVATION?
4.

How does observation differ from looking? 4l1 of us spend niuch of
4. our waking hours lociking. afthings in the world'around us; we are all,

re in some "sense. observers. the difference beteeit lookers" and "ob. -: servers" is system. Good'observers halio trained thernselv6 to watch
carefUlly for easily overlOokea patterft of activity. Not only is the:.

.
a
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skillful oliserver's ability to point out importanf relations to the casual

knker the basis of our science, but it also provides the basis of what is

labeled fiction, and it acco'unts fdr the lasting fascihation of the detec-

tive Story genre. Good scientists, good detbctjves, and good teachers,
first of all; are careful, systematic observers.

CRITICAL INCIDENT TECHNIQUE
IA a 4

Most educators have recorded observations of "criticat.incidents- in
their classroom. A discussion of this prbcedure introduces several im-

portant principles of good observation technique. Using the critical in-

dident procedure,teachers describe in narrative form incidente of a

student's behavior that %re considered especially noteworthy. Most
such recerds are of disapproved behavior: thI narrati:,e illustrates the

student's particular problem. li the folldwing, the behavior of a stu-
dent referred by his teacher as distractible and hyperactivp is

described:

During today's matb seatwork time-at 11136 Bill'was rest-
less and distractible as usual. He kept turning around'in his scat .
and bothering_his.ndghbors. I had to speak to him.severallimes, ..;

but he always started up -again iri a few mintileS. EVentually, he
began talking to some.other children. When Mary refu d to pay

attention .torahim, epok&her with his pencil. y, now his

.144; beha'Vior had become so out of control I had to ask him to leave
the ro6m Ind sit on the bench outside Mr. Brown's office. This
&Atte sort of thing goes on every day. He just won't Sit sf ill or pay

.

attent ion! -
.

As the teachdCsindictment of astudent whose behavior is a problem

for her and some Of his classmates, this stvtement is useful. Ns a
systematic description of. hig .behavior, it ig poor. As an assessment
.proViding a basis for interVention planning, it is of little use.

The kcount begins well with the record of the time of,clay and, the

activity. Hvwcver, like most Critical incidents this on6was written at a

later 'time, :so the time..of day is 'only approximate. The events
described are not- relaied to specific times of the 'period.

eg'PRINCIPLE 1: ubservation data should be recorded when they are
observed. .

PRINCIPLE 2: Observation data should be continuously 'related to
the time the observed pvents occur.

.

If an unbiaspd descriptfon of a student's behavior is to be obtaitted,
teachers must plan in advance when they will observe him or her and
-Must record continuous observations during that period, linking them

z.
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.
to the passage of time. If a teachef notes down only the ti.mes whenihe
student's problem behavior, is at its peak, the record will be 'highly
biased in fiivor of the overall judgment of him or her.

The preceding sample record fails.to separate,inference from ob-
served behavior----a very common NOblenr-tritifences de often value
laden.-Forexample, Bill is described as "restless and distractihle as
usupl" and l'out of Control." Despite the strong tendency to agree im-
mediately with such descrIptionsAhey should be looked at in greater
detail. On what behavior are these statements based? Instead of a
desCription of. how Bill behaves we have the teacher's evaluations' of
that behavior. Furthermore; there. is no basis for comparing011's
behavior with that of his peers. Are they also "restless ivid distracti-
ble"? How much more "restless and distractible" is Bill than they are?

PRINCIPLE 3: An observation record should be based on observable
behavior. Inferences About thoughts and feelings,
Which are not directly observable, ind evaluative
comments should be linked to a descItion of the
behavior on which they are based.

,PRINCIPLE 4: Quitntitative statements about whether an indivillual
studenlbehaves in a particular pattern more or less
than peers should be referenced to observations of
peer behivior made at the same time and place.

Wvuld anotht3r observer have iigreed with Bill's teacher that he is rest-
"less' and distractiVe? The question is hard to answer, What does the
teacher mean by "restless and distractible'"? Would it not help if the VIP
terms Were defined beforehand?

PRINCIPLE 5: Descriptions of behavior should be phrased in terms
that are well defined. These definitions should be
communicated along with the description of the
behavior.

PRINCIPLE 8: Whenever possible, more than one observer should
describe the same behavior. If this is not feasible, ob-
servers should practice together or test themselves
against an expert standird to avoid the inadvertent
intrusion of idiosyncratic bias into their observation
records.

. . .
Pvimiiple4 4, 5, and 6 are, lot easily.accomplished hen the critical,

incident technique is used. but this procedure for record.ing observa-
, tions can be a more usefuhource of information than the example if
Prineiples 1/27and 3 are applied. The following shews hoW the sample
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incident might read if the recording afire made as the incident tin-
,

foldScl, the time intervals were noted more frequently,*and evaluative
terminology was avoided.

10:30: Class doing Math seat ork
10:33:. Noted Billiooküig up from work, drumming with .pencil

on desk.
10:35: Bill turns 90° from front and leans toward Mary's desk.

He turns back and looks:clown at work when I look at him
i. and frown!
1038: (Had been busy. helping GeOrge *at . front of room for

several minutel.) Bill has turned toward Mary again and
is saying ,something I cannot hear to her while he looks at
her paper. Mary.tries to turn her back on him and mews .
her paper over to the other side of her desk. yill'pokes her
back with his,pencil. Mary slaps back at Bill who yeLl.s out,-
that she is a "b._:_".and he doesn't want to see her pWer
anyhow. He is standing up now, and as I move toward
him, he backs down the 'aisle, kicking at desks and chairs
as h.e. goes.' I point toward the door and he opens it and
b*ks away down the hall toward Mr. Brown's officp tell
him to sit.on the bath and go in to explain to Mr.trown
why he is there; When I come out again Bill is sitting on.
the bench but will not look at me or speak to me. I tell him
he is to stay there until I come to get hint. Bill turns away

. and says something I cannot hear.-
1th43: tiack iritlass. There is some noise and talking going on as

come into the room but the studentEr Thrn back to.th6lr
werk when I come in.

This time, the y:acher has given an account of direct observations of
Bill's behavior rather than a statement prirharily describing reactions
to tha) behavior. It is possible fyr teachers to write such a record if they

'traiObemselves to.observe, make brief notes at the time, arid write out
a complete description of tbe incident hs soon as possible after it occurs.
However, the fundamental problem of:bias is,difficult to eliminate. The

:teacher/observer has selected an incident that shows Bill "at his worst..4.

Other pro6edures can .be used that take Little if any more of the teacher's
effort a.nd come Closer to Satisfying all Aix prkiples of good observation'
practice. .

.flEHAVIOR,TIME INTERVAL, 4,ND fREQ1.4ENCY
.,

. The key variables to consider in planning an 'observation system are
the behavior patterns to be obeerved, the time interval in w ich they
are' to be obsertld, and the frequency of their occurrence. en ob-
serving some behavior patterns, it may also be important to Serve

,.
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their duration., that is to say, hcfw long a given occurrence lasts, but the
specification of which, when, and how ofteh will cover most cases
with which teachers are concerned.

.11 is best to begin with a very simple system. Since writing out-a nar-
rative description of behavior takes time, it should be decided in ad-.
vence that all social behavior observed will be classified as eithee"act-
ing out" or "withdrawing." Most problem laehaviors seem to cluster
under one of these two labels. They are rather general terms but they
can be defined by giVing specific examPles. For example, acting out
includes such behavior as hitting people or object's, .yelling. making
loud noises, mid the like, whereas withdrawing includes turning away
from others: not speaking when spoken to, and .the like, If a teacher
decides, to check a child only once a day for either kind of-behavior, the
time interval-is one day: Thus, the observation record might consist of
a sheet divided into two columns, one headed acting out behavior and
the Other, withdrawing behavior, in tullich a tally mark is entered for'
eath day the bglavior is ()Served. Thle to(t-srl-yrthe tillies would be the
frequency of occurrence of the behavior. Going beck to the critical in-
cident example again, it looks as if a fally mark wo.uld be placed in
each column to record observations of Bill4 behavior on that particu-
lar day.

Now, this system is very ,simple and limit , but d4monstrates all six
t

principles and has someaotential advent over the critical incidebt
method. The behavior of selected peers can be observed and recorded
to provide a context for considering the relative uniqueness of Bill's
behavior. Observations can be checked against those of other obser-
vers, thereby obtaining an estimate of inter-rater reliability. -

As the a stem is refined some advantages are retained lay breaking
down ge ral behaviors into more specific behaviois and intervals

, into sho er time unit's. Since number of behaviers multiplied by num-
ber of itervals equals total possible frequency of rec e possi-
ble freiluency totals.rapidly increase. Suppose the a r or non-
occurrence of three behaviors is recorded each morning and teach
afternoon, or twice a day. The total number of tallies possible in-
creases-from two ,tq.six. a Sown increase 4o be sure, but a fact to keep
in mind siw:e each' tally possibiltty presents a yes/no cecision. How
many uchttes/ne decisions on the occurrende of a partic lar behavior
can a acher manage each day? 12? 100? 500? At what po Ws the. in-,
cream number of tallies no longer. ii. usefta refinement of the olis er-.
vation record but only additional number?
.4-here is.no definitive ansirer to the queStion. Each new problem to

be sohod requires a reconsideration of the trade off between number
. of kinds of behavior to be.recorded and length of the observatidn inter-

val. As a practical matter, usefuLobservation records range /tom I to
200 possible tallies per day for a.given individual. In the next sections,
the general case will- e discussed further and several specific ohs,er-
vation systems fhat'4tiay serve ad examples will be reviewed:
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VARVING THE NumBFR oF BEIWI(414TTERNS AND
INTERVALS s

Many lists of behavior patterns are intended te be. exhaustive;ttat is,
to permit the description of all of an individtial's behavior, For exam-
ple, consider two of the better known behavior checkliits: Quay and

. Peterson (1967) and Walker (1968). If they are used as intendea, at
time intervals of fromseveral.months to a year or more, the task of
recordingtthservateions of an individual on a behavi6r checklist is not
too difficult. But, if they are used on a daily or even weekly schedule,
the chexklist include too many descriptors of behavior to make them
attractive for teacher use. How can the observer% task be made
simpler?

. First, the number of behavioral descriptors can be reduced. Good
candidates for elimination are easy to find. First, eliminate those
doscriptors that are based on inference; from ungpecified observable
behavior, forexample, "moody:. "unhappy," "depressed," -hastily,"
"hyperactive." Other groups of descriptorSlwhich can be dropped are
those that are not relevant to .the problem behavior of the particular
stUdent concerned. The task is made simpler byaccepting a less.com-
plete description. In this case, the decision about which to drop and
which to, retain must be reConsidered with each new problein. The

. genejal rule-is tojive up the idea of an exhaustive list of descrintors
"and includeonly those of greatest usefulness.

There are other ways_tO simplify the task. It- has been noted that the
actual -frequency of teacher disapproved behavior is always moch
lower than the incidence of approved behavior. In as miich as the*
necessity of making a tally.mark adeN appi!eciably to-the time required
to make a yes/no decision, some observers, mord only the...frequency,
of.disapproved behavior. Thus, since more time is spent working
"on-r task"than not workitig"Vf tasjc"tallies are -made for in-

t stances of off task behavior: since nuirotime is spent "not hitting" than
*ghitting," a record is ihade of instances of hitting. The problem with

. such 4isystem is that it focuses the teacher'sattention onothe student as
prodUceof disapproVed-behaviorand ntiy ecliptic awareness of his.

or her móre typical "good" behavior. .

. .

By eliminatiqg behavior descriptors accoirding lolpne or mere of
these rationales, experienced observers have develeped useful general

systems that require. the recording of the freque47 Of only-a small- -
number of behavidra. Foteed, by circtimstanees #0 chooSe only one
behavior to be observed, and, defining it negative tett,minimize the
number of talriesle be reetIrded, a teacher could selec being "Off task"

as the critii:al kilo& social '.be,havior, that is,. noi attending lo one's
wink. Off task it defined as hot looking at the assigned task. Deno and.

Mirkin (1977) sUggested fotiP critical.social behaviors to observe: "off
task:: "*ndiso,'' "out of place," and :phvskal contact."

O.
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Besides varying the number of behavior§ observed to Change the
difficulty of the observer's task, the.length of time intervals for record-
iing can be adjusted to fit the" observer's 'available time. As.already
noted, behavior checklists'are itmmonly used to summarize observa--
tions made over long interqszimit they can also be usikl to cover inter-
vals of any length. In practice, however, as the intervals become as
shoM as .only a few seconfl, a point is reached at which only one
.behavior pattern can occur within an interval. By using intefvals of 2 to
3 seconds, then, an almost .complete continuous record of the frequen-
cy or rate of occurrence of an observed behavior can be obtained. But
only skilled observers can maintain such a record on more than a. few,.

-behavior patterns. Usually, teachers compromise by giving up the
pos011ity of such a complete retrd in order to recluce cumber and
inake the tnsk easier, and they accept the resalting loss of some infor-
mation. How critical this loss .may be can only 4m answered in regard
to a specific problem,

, Intervals of any length Can be used. If data collection wilt continue
f or weeks or months, entering one tally for an entire daily class period
is an' adequat'e Ncogd for Some behavior, As a general rule, intervals of
film 20 seconds to I minute permit observers to record accuratelythe
.Sccurrence of-several koy. behavfors and meet most needs adequately.

Before turning tti a more 'detailed 'study of some examples .of pro-,

cediires developM for observing -and recording behavior,- the Mail).
ideas in this smtion will be reviewed. Figure 1 shows how to-vary tin)
difflculty of thc obsvi4;r's task and the ease of recording along the'
dimensions of inclusiveness and detail of descTiption.

Following is a.review of some prgeedures that vary along these dimen-
sions, beginning with those less difficult f?r the teacher/observer to
'use and p-roceding to some of greater difficulty -which haVe- features
that may recommend them for special uses.

4

)

K./km.4 ffitclt
for Observer

41,

Own plete descript ion

Short time interval

ManbehUvior cafe-
gories .

Fregnent occurrences

Partial eliseription

'Long tiineltiterval

.Few bduivior -cute-
gories

Rare occurrences

Less, Diff icult.
for Observer

FIGURE, 1: Dimensions of Inclusivenessond Detail of Description in the
Observation and Recerding of Behaviors. N
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THE. BEHAVIORAL 014EC1IVES SEQUENCES
.

As mentioned previOiply, a beh'avior checklist may be regarded s an
extensive list of behavir patterns that is completed by an ob rit'Or as

a summary record at the'end,of a relatively long period.of o ervation.
Such a checklist can be\cogipleted re frequently, dai or hfourly,

. but it is extensive and includ y patt ns that are IT invintant in
an individual case., thus makin 't racal, Other t4n paring the
list down to a handful ofbehavror patte ns to fit each individual, is
there some way to make it more'managea le? The following strategy
has been used suc'cessfully.

1. Develop a list of social and academic behavior patterns.
2. Arrange the items in an order based on a typical sequence of human

development or a logical task hierarchy in eithk case the list will
' move from basic,orsiMple behaviOr patterns to more complex pat-

terns that incorperate additional elern-erti s. .

3. Shirt at the beginriing of the list and check off the behavior patterns
you obeerve peyformed by the student YOu are rating. Eventually,
you will reach a point on the list where the listed behaviors pre not
being dernonstrated by the student,

4. Choose the fitst five or Six, missing bieta.vior patterns as objeWes
for instruction and maintai`n a daily summary record of their perf6r-
mance by the student, only periodically checking his or her skills
against. the entire list.

This procedure has the wark- reducing advantages of a relatively
long time_ interval (schobl day or class period). and relatively few
behayior categories to be attended to at any one 1ime while it retains
the potenfial of an exhaustive description of desirable behavior shown
by the student obserJed.

Such a procedure was .developed by Braaten (1970), foai use with
severely disturbed adolescents in a school setting. Braaten's list in-
cludes behavior patterns that are grouped into five general categorise..
behavior, communication, socialization, academics, and counseling
(see Fipre 2). T.eachers and their assistants 'neve down each list dur-
ing the initial assessment, checking thIise behavior patterns they have
observed mrformed appropriately by the studept 90% of the time. In- S.
struction is then directed toward student mastfory'of a target group of
six behavior patterns in each category.. Each afternoon, after the stu-

... dents have kone home, theAteacheatassistant team discusses their
behavior and makes a daily ilcord of whether a specific behavioral
objective was shoWn -always," "sometiines," or "never" by a giVen
student. When mastery is shown for a sufficient period of time, the

7" mastered behavior is check# off his or her list and attention turns io

the next. missing behavior pIttern. Thus, teachers obserye arid record
the oCcurrencejnonoceurrence of approximately 30 behavior patterns
for each student during each one day interval. Braaten and his staff

/
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FIGURE 2: Illustrative Low, Middle, and High Level Objectives from the
Behavioral Objectives Sequence (Braaten, 1917).

11.

Behavior Area (43 Objectives):

.Low (3): 411) appear alert and able to focus on activities (wit exessively
. tired, under the influence of drugs, or excessively.hyper) .

Middle (32): To maintain self control and comply with established procedures
in group situations (given classroom structure and verbal suppokt
by teacher: demonstrates sant-0o routinely wbrk in q. group)\
(Compare to DTORF behavior goal B-19.)

HIgh (43): To accept and use support from mainstream resources emon-Tills
strate ability to function successfully 'independent of port'
from the outreach staff).

Communication Area (42 Objectives):

' Low (3): To respond appropriately to greetings and farewells froni,adults
and peers without obscenities. put-davns..ignoring, etc.

Middle (28): To spontaneously particip;te in group discussions.

High (41): ' To verbalize desire and plans for returning to the mainstream.

Socialisation'Area (46 ObjectiVel:

Low 3):

Middle (34):

High (48);

To engage in organized solitary entertaininent such as putting
together puzzle. listen to music, etc.. with direction from.teacher
if necessary. (Com.pare to DTORF ncialization goal S-3).

WI

TO respond appropriately to positite pee-r- pressure.
.

To spontaneously respond aphropriately to negative; peer
pressure.

A

Academics Area .(48 Objectives):

Low (1):
fr

Middle (35):

gigh (48):

.

f

To attempt academic tasks assigned. with help.if needed.

To "work IndoPendently on taiks for periods of 30 to 40 minutes.

To complete all'askigned tasks,

87
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(continued on next page)
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Mimi* 2 (continued)

Counseling Area (49 Objectives):

Low (1): T.9_ attend scheduled sessions.

Middie (35): Tio demonstrate abilily to handle not gettins his or .her own way
by verbally acknowledging the fact and conforming to th deci.
sion.

High (44): To initiate goal setting for self:

found that this procedure provides an important data base for tl?eir
program, both guiding instruction and permitting. gyaluation of
program effectiveness.

Braaten's procedure was developed during his adaptation of an
.early version of the Developmental Therapy Objectives liating Form ,

(Wood and colleagues, 1975) to the characteristics of a specific group
of students and his program plan. Similar general lists have been
developed by Hewett and Taylor (i,n press)..and Stephens (1975). Such
lists are often used with intervals longer than a.Single day: however,
Braaten'S procedure seems-best suited to providing the kind of obser-
iration data that are needed by teachers of students with special needs.

FOUR CATEGORIES OF TEACHER CONCERN

Deno and Mirkin (1977) illustrated another approach to dbveloping a
proeedurg that provides useful information to the teacher without re-
quiring ekcessive time. Based on their, experiences as consultants to
teachers wbrking with special students, they selected a group of only
four social beilaviOr patterns that "fairly represent the 'categories of
concern' for mpst classroom teachers" (p. lot). As already mentioned,
Deno and Mirkin defined the four negative patterns to make the recording
of frequency of occurrpnce less difficult: -.noise," "out of place."
"physical contact," and "off task." They suggested that the target stu-
dent be observed initially 1010 30 minutes each day for 5 to 7adays and.
thereafter, as frequeritly as possible. The four categories are defined
as follows:

1. Noise: Any sounds, created by the childwhich distract either
another student or the teacher from the 'business at hand. The
noise may.be generated vocally (including "talk outs" or unin-
telligible sounds) or nonvocally ("tapping dpencil" or n''snap-

.
ping fingers").

2. Out of place: Any movement beyond the either explicitly or
implicitly defined boundaries' in which the child is al:owed

88
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movement. If the' child is seated at 'his desk, then movement of.
'any s rt out of the seat is 'out .of place.".

3. Physi al contact or destruction: Any contact with another
person\ or another person's property which is unacceptable to
that pekson, Kicking, hitting, Nshing, tearing, breaking, tak-
ing, are categorized as physical Nntact or destruction,

4. Off task; Any movement off a prescribed activity which does
not fall into one of the three previously defined categories.
"Looking around," "staring into space," "doodling," or any ob-
servable movement off the task at hand is included. (Deno &
Mirkin, 1977. pp. 101-102)

,Some teachers may find they can make Such a record while teaching
or carrying:out other academic tasks, Most will find they will need the
assistance of an aide, the principal, or a schodl psychologist. Deli() and
Mirkin suggested that this procedure be used to help spot critical areas
of problem social behavior. More specific pinpointing of behavior pat-
terns for change would then follow.

Deno and Mirkin suggested retarding behaviar continuously, that is,
noting each Occurrence of one forM of the behaviors. Anyone wishing
to make this system 1es diffica to use could specify. observation in-
tervals of 1 Minute or 30 seconds:The record would then consisiof the
number of intervals in which the behavior pattern was observed to oc-
cur, a number that usually will be less than the actual freqiiency of oc-
currences. For example,

Minutes 1st 2nd 3rd 4th th Total
,

Continuous record // /// / 7
,

Interval record / / - I
,

. 4

The observer's task is easier when a longer interval is used, but detaiis
are lost.

THE PUPIL OBSERVATION SCHEDULE

Previously, in this chapter, the desirability of limiting the actual obser-
'vation record to observable behavior while leaving inferential and
valuing statements to a discussion section of the record or ddding them

commenlary ivtiskStressed. The thoughtful reader will have .noted
that evaluative terms tend to creep into checklists and behavior pattern
descriptions* such as those Mentioned. "Noise," in the DenolMirkin
category systein, is ,"sourids -which distract ," (p. 101). "Physical
contact or destruction" is "contact which is unacceptable" (p. 102)%
1ntepretation of the terms underlined requires a value judgment by the ob-
server.
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.Recoidi'of the idlidence df behavior patterns to which such iriferen-,
ial judgments have been applied should always be somewhid suspect .

fp. because any inference reduces interobserver reliability: that two
obiervers usually will agree about the times they hear a studed speak
to a classmate but. sometimes will disagree about whether the ver-
nalization was "politive. or "degative" in intent,

The Pupil Obseryition,Schedule (POS), a procedure developed by
this author (Wood4973), has several categories that require obiervers
te' infer Whether a student's intent is positive or negative. The POS per-
mitts recording the occurrence of 13 categories of student behavior by'
30 sycond intervals. The obserVer makes a check marl( in the ceil for
each .30 seconds vshenever a behavior pattern occurs one or more

, times during that interval. This method, results in some loss of data, as
illustrated previously, but after several observation sessions a satisfac-
torily complete picture of student,behavior can be. obtained, With this
type of system, it ircustomery to summorize the observations as per-,
centagas (number of intervals in whicha behavior.was observedto oc-
cur/totel number of intervals in the observation session). The percen-
tages have been calculated on the illustrative OM form (see Figure 3)
which shows the record We 10 minute observation session of twenty
30 second intervals.

.

Theiirst Nor categories of behavior.recorded'on the PPS.can be ob.'
jectively defined: "on task," "at place,; "object noise," and_ "vocal
noise." ("Off Task" is included So that the obsertter always,.w,ill have
to mark a student as "on" or "off taski" thus marking off ah interval
even if no other aCtivity is observed.) "Nonresponse" ko a behavior in-

,
itiatéd by another is also a category that ilquires littleinferenee from
an observer. But "self initiated verbalization," "eesponding veybaliza-
tion" "gesture," and'phxsical contact" must be judged
tive" or "negative" in intent. Some bbjectivity of irecaaing has, been i

sacrificed in the interest of making the record mdie useful.
Skill in the use of the POS takes only a littlepractice.The procidure

requires the observer, to be free of other responsibilities, however. It
has been used successfully brresourcer consulting teachers as part
of their assessments of problem behavior in reguld classroans (Rar-
din, 1970). Rardin' supPlemented the Pupil categories by adding five
categories uf teacher behavior:control, organize;discuas, demortstrate,
'and describe. She also provided space for recording if the leachp at
tends positively, negatively, or not at to*the itarget stUdent during
each interval.,

Teachers-seem to find the infqxmation recorded On the .POS and
siMilar schedule useful in helping them to think about strategies for

Inanaging problem' behavior,
., The POS provides a more complete 'and continuoy record of ob
terVed behavior than the Behavioral. Objectives Sequence, but in itdelf

lacks the dafinite.implications for initructidn that the Behavioral Ob-
jectiwe Sequence provides, The.purpose of the POS is to,give a more

V .
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On 'task

Off task

4.\ At desk

A Away from des

Object generated noise
o

Vocally generated noise

Positive self-initiated verbahzation

SISM212220113
11111111111111111111111111

41111=12111111101
alli111111111111 1 ONO
Or 11111101111111

1111111111111111111111111

11111C1111111111111111111
Positive responding verbalization 81111111E1111111111111 15%

0%

5%

0%

Positive gesture or expression

Positiy,e physical ciantact

1111111111111211111111111

111111111111111111111115

Refuses inte9actionl 11 1 1 11 1 ,1

-4/

Negative self initiated verbalization
6

Negative responding vE4balization

Negative gestuie or 'expression

NegatOte pllysical contact

I '

Time: 10:15 - 10125fa.m.
I 1. . #

12) Activity:. Arithmetic plritid. 'Dither is demonstrating problem aolutions
, at chalkboard.,Students are volunteering*a era and respond7

anti Jo teacher quest iii,nski
,...

.1

Date: 12/3I7e ! . . r .. ,
s

S. . . ,

Room. 203 ; diatie 5 1 Mr. a. 4
,I.

.

Student: e9N. , Age 41-4: et/.

/
. . ,

FIGURE 4: Fupit011ervattonAchedn4irood, 1973). . .
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-global picture pf the student's functioning preliminkull to focusing in'
on specific behavior pattetns of interest.. The PUS record covers a
wider range of behavior, than the- Deno/Mirkin fokii category pro-

. cedure and includes' a xocord of positive as well-as negative' behavior.
, Hqwever, it requires sompwhat more skill from the observer ailld'can-
. _not be used by A _teacher IA; ho is siniuTtaneously earrying on iiistruc- $ ;

. tion. By now, it shpuld be clear that "observation" can be *aped to fit a.
one's neects, skill level, and lime schedule, . 1

t ,
A: :

ADDITiONAL L*A THATMA,KE THE OBSERVATION RECoRD
MORE I4SEFUL

,
i

'When it is-applied. by a ilracticed observer (Sphoggen, 1964), t be narra-
tive rVord procedure prciduces A very complete record of behavior in
context that is relatitely unbiased by preconceived categories.
.Delscripyon can be kept well separated from infiffenee most of the time.

.!

although it would be false to elaim that subtle-observer. biases do not
influence what goes into the record..However, the full narrative pro-
cedmre is`difficult and time consuming to use, and a narrative record is

e

got necessarily the. most usaful kind of obserVation record for the
t6acher, can ov restore, to the observation, record, as much as
possible of the,context captured in a complete narrative record?

The first step is to prepare a brief, narrative description 'of the
classroom environment, the activity being carried on, and the charac-
teristics of the students and teachers (i.e., age, sex, socionconomic
'status, and skiN Jewels). Observation' records should be made of the-
behaviors of a random selection oT the targgt sttident's same sex-peers.
A comMon proc thire is to altvnate observations ofEhe target gtudent
and individua eers; that is. observe the target student for 5 minutes,
peer one fo -5 minutes, the target student again.for 5 minutes, peer two -
foe 5 minutes, and so forthiSti,alying.such a record helps one to judge
how "normal" ihe target student's. behavior is, As afteady mentioned,
Rardin found i helpful to "include a partial record of the teadher's
beiiavior on the POSIorm to add to the Picture of the social 13thavior-
context Otthe iudent's behaiiior.

Although-the addition by Rardin is a start at looking at social interac-
tion in the classroom, the observatiqn procedurds described in this
chapter have tended to focus on dui individual sludent, Recording in-
teraction is more difficult but, as, Strain, Cooke, and Appolonni (1976)
have pointed out, interaction-data add much to an obsetwation record.
AS an .Observer gains in skill, he or she finds, ways to add.. impoi. tant
notes on social interaction to the 'record:by annotation or xlification
of the form being uged.

USING OBSERVATION RDS

A variety of-procedures to guide observation and make a decord of
what 'is observed .have-been, described in this chapter. How does a
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teacher decide which -procedUrels most appropriate.for a specific pur.
pose? Some teacherS may prefer to.adapt the same basic 'pecked-tire to
meet tfery need; but in general, it is better to master s6veral different
approaches 4o as to have a range of hoices when seeking fothe "best
fit," Here are some .possibilities.

Screening and Initial Asaesament

Observaltion is an important tool for uSe in answeri the first ilues-
. tion.to be considered when a teacher begins to be "distur d" by -irstu-

dent',5 behavior How stiecifically can the disturbing tçhavior be
.described?, dareful description ritust precede decisions abput when and
how to intervene. Brief narrative notes taken after the occurrence of "criti-,

.cal incidents" can be of help in pinpo,inting die problem, but early use of
the Deno/Mirkin "four category" proceure or some form of the Pupil:Ob-
servation Schedule will iproVide data on "typical"..as well as firoblem
behavior. Both should be considered. Use. of these proceduTes can and
probably should- be relatively informal it this stage..

After teachers begin to feel more certpin about what the behavior is
that disturbs them, the next impditant question can be addressed: ls
the behavio i. sufficiently disturbing*to the student, the group: or the.
teacher to warrant planful .intervention? Most problems will respond
4o gc;od classroom management procedures: manli are transient and
seem to.be "outgrown': without special attention. Is tSe teather certain
this is one of the small number that requires a special plan? lf, a deci-.

. sjon is nrade to proc6ed.to a more formal assesstnent, prior p*ntal
permission must be sought and other due process requirements ob,
served.

4s.

Format Asseesment and t.i aielopment of the IEP
t

The systematie observation procedures that have b(len described ,

here are appropriate'fox Ake at this stage of the intervirntien process-
t

as well. But, now, procedffes such as the Developmental Therapy Oh-!
jnctives Rating Form (DTORF) and Behavioral Objectives Sequence

. (BOS) becoine,particularlItuSeful. -Rio often teachers wait to use. these
. procedures until the student has been placed in a special setting.. Sineis!

thy reationship between changes in settings and changes in behaOicir.
is *ell known, it would seem aparopriaie`to rate Student's behavior
on sucb scaleg in the situation where the problem was first observed
as Wen later, in new or different situations. Such a 7doub1 e

0 basetine" .prOvides both a hefpful snminafy of. the student's originaF
status and ,appropriate objectives for ttle early stages of intervgntion

, wherr a detailed plan has not.lfeen worked out. , tI . .

t ' . .,
10...

.Monitor Progress '
- .. , .

. . Sevevar Methods. for obtaining frequent ini,lependent obs6rxatio-ris of
pupil behavior have-been described earlier. Data from such observe- Y

r..
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tions can be readily iummarized on charts or graphs (beno & Mirkin,

1977). Thus summarized, the data permit ongoing evaluation *the in-
tervintthns introduced to 'guide the sobial development of the target
stu ent and provide the basis for thoughtful program deciaionsi Such
use is described by,Deno and Mirkin (1977) as "data based. progeam

Modification." *

Deteimining What to-Change When Prowess Don not Occur
/

/ Intervention plans are usually focused on a small range of student
/ behavior, for example, being on tesk*or responding appropriately to

social grpetings by others. By.thus narrowing the focus, teachers tend
to lose sight of the "total person." While one response to a student's
lack of proiress may be to change.the intervention plen while continu-
ing to focus on .the target behaviors, another might be to take a step
back. and look at the student's behaVior more generally, as in the
earliest stages of assessment. Focusing on targets or objectives from
the DTORF or BOS-lists may be preventing teachers from noticing that
dn individual student mighf *. respond better if approached in a com-
',lately different manber. Going back to the use of a general observe-

- tion procedure like the POS may help teachers to reorjent themselves
and develop neW plans. that are e better fit than the old.

Evatulion

a TI;e advantages of using charts and grapbs to stluuarIze observation
data have alfeedy been mentioned in the discussion of methods for
monitoring progress. Such data suminaries can also be useful for pur-.

pases otiprogram or cridividdal progress evaluation. Dite from DTORF

or BOS, type iequences can be summarized in terms of specific bjec-

Oyes mitered by individual students or nuniber of objectives
mastered by a grdup during a specified time pericid. In the present
period of tight education budgets, the teacher or program director who

can preSent such data to explain and justify a program gets a positilie

response from program rieview boards.

.

SINICild Situations
.

.This.discussion of _obiervation procedures to be used for specific puiv
poses has stressed systematic .interval .recording and hierarchical.
checklists as more useful thwt nareativereoords for the classrOom.
teacher. However, some special educators work in situations *where
narrative records are used by others and they are expedted to aomrnent

on them..forlexample,.hearing in 'Court proceedings Or weifire aOtiGns

Li reviewing the rePorts of others, tewhers should keepqn mind t
comments &Oa the stiengthii and weaknesses of such. narratives In
paldng their'Own presentations, they should be ready to explain hy

the procedures they use are apprpriate for educational ptypd es..

.1,
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CONCLUSION

Salvin (1978) argued in a recent Vlue of the Educational. Researcher,
the oPinion journal of- Ameain Educational Research Associa-
tion, that special eduCatio °grams. have demonstrated Much greater
potency as interventions los ing the development of students in part

. 'because of their attention to establishing a foundation of data gathered
' through systematic observatioh on which Jo base program planning

and decision making, Whether the instructional ptogram is structured
according to the model set forth ,by Deno and Mirkin (1977), Wood
(1973), Stephens (1975), Hewett and Taylor (in press), White and Har-
ing (1976), or any of a number of other curticulum developers, its im-
plementation should be guided by analysis of systematically collected
information abott student behavior, .

Several years of experience have convinced Me that systematic ob-
servation is the best procedure available to the teacher who wishes to
gather useful information on the social behavior al. studentg. Thé pro-
cedures may seem Awkward and time consuming at first but,. with
practiCe, they .become easier to use. However, the convipcing argu-
thent is madir by .the observation records themselves. Good teachers
find them useful enough ki be worth the eictra effort,it may require to
gather and maintain the data they contain. Good teachers dre those to
whom Slavin's praise is awarded.
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